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ABSTRACT

In this thesis, a novel and remotely accessible hardware-in-the-loop simulator
(HILS) is developed for the real-time simulation of a variety of robotic systems for on
site and remote education and research. In that sense, the thesis contributes to the first
known application of the HILS concept in the field of robotics and mechatronics that is
remotely accessible. The HILS set-up incorporates most of the crucial hardware that
takes part in the actual mechatronics/robotics system, thus enabling a more realistic
simulation of the dynamics and control than would be possible with computer
simulations. Any given robotic configuration can be simulated by using the developed
HILS set-up, thus enhancing the flexibility and repertoire of expensive robotics
laboratories. Besides the establishment of the hardware/software of the HILS setup, the
major contribution of this thesis is the developed communication method between client
and server that enables remote users to perform experiments on the HILS setup at the
UAF Robotics and Control Laboratory. The main communication code is written in
C/C++ with the use of wxWidgets. The protocol used in this study is TCP/IP for the
sequential and error-free transmission of data. The MATLAB® Engine is used to
establish the link between MATLAB® and the C/C++ code. For data capturing, a code is
written in Python® programming language, which is compatible with ControlDesk.
Finally, animations are prepared using the V-Realm Builder for the data collected from
HILS experimentation. The experimentation results are sent to remote users as mat files,
jpeg files and animations. The developed communication method can be used with all
systems using MATLAB® Simulink® and is not limited to use with the HILS system
only. Several case studies developed remotely (via the use of the internet) are also
presented in the thesis as remote lab experiment and animation examples.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Thesis Objective
The goal of this thesis is to develop a general-purpose, remotely accessible
hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulator (HILS) for robotics and mechatronics applications,
which also establishes a basis for the Remote Robotics and Control Laboratory at UAF.
HILS differs from computer simulation as it is not merely based on the software
representation of the system, but in fact, incorporates some of the crucial hardware taking
part in the actual system. Therefore, HILS enables a more realistic simulation of the
system in real-time. In this study a HILS system is developed which can be used both for
on-site and remote education and research. To demonstrate the performance of the
simulator and the developed client/server communication method, the position and
tracking control of a 1 degree-of-freedom (DOF) and 2-DOF planar robotic arm are
performed via the Internet as case studies on the developed system. The steps taken in
this thesis contribute to an NSF-supported project and establish the basis for the internetbased remote control of the PUMA 560 robot at the UAF robotics laboratory which will
use the same communication approach. The developed HILS and communication system
will also be used for the real-time HIL simulation of the PUMA 560 as well as a variety
of other robotic configurations and controls as an extension of this study. The results of
this thesis also demonstrate that the HILS can be used for the real-time simulation and
performance evaluation of motion control systems under variable load effects. For this
purpose, a study on the position control of a permanent-magnet DC motor (PMDC) is
also presented in the case studies.
The HIL robotic simulator consists of two motors coupled to each other. The first
motor represents the joint actuator in any one of the joints of the robot arm in
consideration and the other motor acts as the load simulator on which the load dynamics
affecting this joint will be developed. While the first motor is chosen based on the
actuator type in the joints of the PUMA 560, the second motor (load simulator) is chosen
as a direct-drive motor (DDM) based on its high performance features, such as accuracy
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and fast response. DDMs can inherently produce high torque, so there is no need to use
gear systems for these motors in order to generate high torque. By using DDMs,
disadvantages introduced by gear systems are eliminated and the accuracy and speed of
the system are increased. The choice of the matching motor, PMDC in this case, and the
DDM as the load simulator achieve realistic simulation results which could replace
experimental results obtained on the actual system.
In the HILS system, the DS1104, which is a product of dSPACE, is used as the
motion control unit (MCU) due to its high performance characteristics. The card has a
fast floating point processor which is suitable for real-time applications.
The main program that establishes communication between the client and the
server in this thesis is written in C/C++ programming language with the use of
wxWidgetsfl]. wxWidgets is an open-source toolkit facilitating graphical user interface
(GUI) applications in C/C++. Two programs are developed for communication, one
which runs on the server and the other which runs on the client computer. wxWidgets
sockets establish the communication between these two programs. The protocol used in
this study is TCP/IP as opposed to UDP for the sequential and error-free transmission of
data. The MATLAB® Engine is used to establish the link between MATLAB® and the
C/C++ code. For data capturing, a code is written in Python® programming language,
which is compatible with the ControlDesk, a software of the DS1104 for signal
monitoring and tuning.
In the final step of the thesis, an animation is prepared and tested using data
collected remotely from the HIL simulation of a 2-DOF planar robot arm. The animation
results are sent to the client for the user’s performance evaluation. The animation is
prepared using the V-Realm Builder.

1.2 Remote Robotic Laboratories
In the literature, some remote robotics laboratory applications allow the user only
“virtual” access, known as “virtual labs”, while some allow access to actual hardware. In
applications which allow virtual access, the remote user is provided with software tools
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only to make computer simulations for the system in consideration. Among the reported
work in the related literature, [2] offers a remote lab in this category based on a software
package that combines internet-based programming tools to generate three-dimensional
virtual models of robot manipulators from a Denavit-Hartenberger (DH) parameter table.
The package is designed to help students visualize robotic structures and evaluate the
effects of the variation of certain robot parameters. Another study in this category is
presented in [3], in which software is developed to configure an intranet oriented robot
system by using a database engine.
In remote lab applications with physical access, researchers are allowed actual
access to the robotics equipment in a remote lab environment through the internet to
perform experiments, watch the resulting motion and collect data back for assessment. A
paper on labs in this category is presented in [4], in which different installations and the
underlying philosophy is given for a remote robotic lab. A four-axis robot that is
remotely controllable by using Lab VIEW software and web technology is presented in
[5], while [6] describes a project enabling students to work with a 5 degree-of-freedom
robotic manipulator from a remote site. In [7], the client/server communication is
performed with TCP/IP protocol using a software code developed with Java applets. The
remote user is allowed to experiment with only predefined controllers or customized
controllers developed by the user in MATLAB® Simulink®. The remote user can
experiment with 4 different sets. In [8], UDP/IP protocol is used to establish the
connection between the server and the client. In this study, remote users have access to
the control of DC motors via a microcontroller. In [9], a remote PLC lab is introduced. In
this lab, there is no need for a server computer and the PLCs are connected to the Internet
directly. The communication also uses the TCP/IP protocol. The users need to develop
their code in a PLC compatible programming language.

In [10], the remote user is

allowed to change certain parameters of the system through the web page prepared with
the use of HTML and JavaScript. MATLAB® Simulink® is installed on the server side.
When the remote user makes any changes with the parameters, the new parameters are
downloaded to the controller.
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Both virtual and actual access applications of remote labs also have disadvantages
of their own. Virtual access applications are less realistic as they do not provide
unmodeled dynamics, parameter uncertainties and measurement errors. On the other
hand, labs with remote physical access are expensive to set up and maintain and have
safety problems as well. Also, in these kind of applications the variety of kinematic
structures offered to the user are limited due to cost and space considerations.

1.3 Advantages of HILS
The disadvantages of the remote laboratories mentioned in Section 1.2 can be
partially overcome with HIL simulation. A HILS setup can be used to simulate a variety
of mechatronics/robotics systems in real-time without the actual presence of the system in
the laboratory. The set-up incorporates some of the crucial hardware that takes part in the
actual system, thus enabling a more realistic simulation of the system in real time. The
HILS systems can also serve as a testbed for initial experimentation before testing on the
actual system, thereby providing safety and longevity for the expensive laboratory
equipment. Furthermore, any given robotic configuration can be simulated by using
HILS, thus enhancing the flexibility and repertoire of expensive robotics laboratories.

1.4 Literature Review on HILS
Due to the value it offers in manufacturing and research, the idea of HILS has
found a wide range of applications in aircraft, missile [11, 12] and automotive industries
[13, 14], However, HILS applications in robotics are very few, if any. In [15] and [16]
the HIL concept is used only with the incorporation of the actual motion controller into
the simulation process of a robot arm. However, the contribution has been limited to the
use of one piece of actual hardware, which is the DSP based controller used in the
generation of the computer simulation software. In [17] and [18] which have established
the basis of this thesis, the HILS setup is not limited to the motion controller and the
actuator and load are also simulated using the actual hardware. In that sense, this thesis
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partially contributes to the novel and more complete concept of hardware-in-the-loop
simulation in robotics.

1.5 Contribution of Thesis
The main contribution of the thesis is the development of a client/server
communication method that is compatible with MATLAB18, Simulink® and the
establishment of a HILS system for robots which use PMDC motors as joint actuators.
With this choice, it will be possible to establish a remotely accessible HILS for the
PUMA 560, which will also be opened for remote access. The thesis is among the first
applications of HILS to robotics and motion control. In fact, it is the first HIL application
also allowing remote access, hence providing increased flexibility of use for research,
education, and industrial prototyping. In the thesis, case studies are also performed for 1DOF and 2-DOF planar robot arms under gravity effect. The developed system and
communications allow the remote/on-site user to design the robot dynamics and control
of the user’s choice on the system at UAF from anywhere in the w'orld.
A MATLAB® Simulink® compatible high performance motion control unit,
DS1104, is used for the development of the control and load dynamics. The current
configuration allows the remote user the following options:
a) Experimenting with the existing robot dynamics and PID based controller
offered at the remote laboratory web site by changing control parameters. The
user can retrieve data and plots of the system response, as well as performing
animations, which demonstrate the performance of the actual system
simulated on the HILS.
b) Developing control and robot dynamics of the user’s choice, provided the user
is a licensed user of MATLAB® Simulink®. In this case, the user downloads
the template Simulink® file from the server, places the developed controller in
the dedicated Simulink® block and sends the modified file back to the server.
MATLAB® and Simulink® are widely used programs both in industry and
academics. More than 3500 universities around the word use MATLAB [19].
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Thus it is reasonable to expect users who want to conduct research in motion
control and robotics to have MATLAB® Simulink® licenses.

1.6 Thesis Outline
Chapter 1 gives a brief explanation of the study. Also, a brief overview of the
remote laboratories and HILS is presented with literature review. Then the major
contribution of this thesis is discussed. In Chapter 2, a detailed structure of the HILS
hardware is explained. Software developed for the HILS is given in Chapter 3, with a
detailed explanation of the DS1104 Simulink® blocks. In Chapter 4, the software
developed for remote applications is discussed; this section includes the client/server
communication method, data capturing and invoking of MATLAB^. Also, the developed
animation is described in relation to the 2-DOF planar robot arm. In Chapter 5, a case
study is developed for the 2-DOF planar robot arm and experiments are conducted via the
Internet. The dynamics and MATLAB® Simulink® block diagram of the system are
explained. Also results for remote experiments which simulate different systems are
presented. The development of the system dynamics and control using MATLAB
Simulink® is also explained in this chapter. Additionally, HIL based experiment results
are presented for the position and velocity control of PMDC motors, as an application of
HILS for testing of motor performance under a variety of load types. Finally, in Chapter
6, conclusions and future directions are discussed. In Appendix A, catalog information of
the hardware is presented. The client and server program codes are given in Appendix B
and Appendix C, respectively.
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2. HARDWARE STRUCTURE OF THE HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP
SIMULATOR
The core structure of the HIL robot simulator consists of two motors coupled
directly to one another or through a gear system, depending on the application. One of
these motors represents a given joint actuator of the robot arm in consideration and the
other motor acts as the load simulator on which the load dynamics affecting the joint
actuator will be developed. While the first motor is chosen based on the actuator type in
the joint, the second motor (load simulator) is chosen as a direct-drive motor (DDM) for
its high performance features, such as accuracy and fast response. In this project, a
Bodine N4582 DC Brush Gearmotor is used, which is a permanent magnet DC motor
(PMDC) to simulate the PUMA 560 joint actuator and a Dynaserv DMG3 Series DirectDrive Servomotor is used to create the load dynamics affecting the given joint. This
specific HIL setup aims to establish a testbed for the real time simulation of robots which
use PMDC motors as actuators, such as the PUMA 560 robotic arm. The block diagram
of the HILS system with PMDC and DDM is given in Fig. 2.1.
The electrical and mechanical specifications of the N4582 DC Motor are
presented in Table A -l of Appendix A. The rated value of the torque is 10 N ■m and the
rated current is 1.8 A. The motor has a gear ratio of 20:1. A 150 VDC power supply,
manufactured by Copley, is used to supply the permanent magnet DC motor.
As the driver of the PMDC, the Junus JSP-180-10 is used in this system. The
general specifications of the Junus JSP-180-10 driver are given in Table A-2 of Appendix
A. The Junus digital amplifier is a motor controller for DC brush type motors with a DC
input voltage range of +20 V to +180 V. The torque mode of the Junus driver works with
position loop controllers that use PID filters to close a position loop. For a reference
analog torque and velocity input, +10 VDC is applied to the Junus controller. The analog
reference input of the Junus controller is a differential amplifier. The connection diagram
of the DC motor control system and the diagram of the analog reference input port are
given in Fig. A -l and Fig. A-2 of the Appendix A, respectively.
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Fig. 2.1 Connection diagram of the PMDC and DDM in HILS

A direct-drive motor (DDM) is used as the load simulator in the HILS system due
to its high performance features like high acceleration/deceleration rates and high
torque/inertia ratios. The specifications of the Dynaserv DM1B-015G-1C2A4G2 DirectDrive Servomotor are given in the Table A-3 of the Appendix A. The DDM has a rated
torque of 5 N -m , rated velocity of 2 revolutions per second (rps), and a maximum power
consumption of 1.6 kVA. The velocity versus output torque diagram of the DDM is given
in Fig. A-3 of the Appendix A. The DDM has a very sensitive incremental encoder which
produces 2,621,440 pulses/rev. The DDM is driven by a Dynaserv UD1BG3-015N-6KC1TB-N which is a product of Parker. The specifications of this 2 kW controller are
presented in Table A-4 of the Appendix A. Similar to the PMDC’s driver, the driver of
the DDM also accepts torque inputs in order to produce different load torque profiles
based on the load dynamics to be simulated on the DDM. The circuit of the DDM’s
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analog reference input port is given in Fig. A-4 of Appendix A. Finally in Fig. A-5 of
Appendix A, the system configuration of the Dynaserv driver is presented.
The dSpace DS1104 controller board is used as the high performance motion
control unit (MCU). This card has a fast floating point processor, which is suitable for
real-time applications. The DS1104 is based on the 603 PowerPC, which runs at 250
MHz. The board includes a slave DSP subsystem based on the TMS320F240 DSP
microcontroller for advanced I/O purposes. As an I/O unit, the CPI 104 controller panel is
used. Besides the CPI 104, the CLP1104 Connector/LED combination panel provides
monitoring for the digital signals. The card is plugged in the PCI slot of the server
computer. An overview of the architecture of the DS1104 is given in Fig. A-6 of
Appendix A. The main reason for the choice of the DS1104 controller board is because it
is compatible with MATLAB® Simulink®. Besides its high performance features, the
issue of MATLAB® Simulink® compatibility is very attractive for the education/research
goals of the project and for practical remote/on-site access.
In this thesis, each of the motor torque inputs (for the PMDC and DDM) is
applied from the two different DAC ports of the CPI 104. Developing proper isolation of
the DAC ports from the analog signals is a very important issue. In the case of no
isolation, the ground of the DAC port and the ground of the analog signal will be the
same. If a difference between the grounds occurs, the DAC port and even the DAC unit
on the DS1104 card could be damaged. So, for the protection of the DAC units, two
ISO 124 isolators are used with three ±15 V sources. One of the sources is used for the
CPI 104 input side of the isolators, and the other two sources are used for each of the
motor sides of the isolators.
The speed of the motors is measured via the encoder on the DDM. This encoder is
a differential RS422A standard encoder. The encoder cable of the DDM is connected to
the incremental encoder port of the CPI 104. In this thesis, for monitoring purposes, the
current of the PMDC is measured with an LA 50-P current transducer. The LA 50-P
current transducer is used with a 150 Q resistor. The voltage difference between the legs
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of the resistor is entered to the 5th port of the ADC on the CPI 104. Then the necessary
calculations are made in MATLAB® to obtain the current value of the PMDC.
To start and stop the simulation and for fault monitoring purposes, the enable
input [INI] and fault output [OUT1] pins of the DC motor are connected to the digital I/O
port of the CPI 104 as demonstrated in Fig. A -l of Appendix A. With the enable input
connection, the simulation procedure can be stopped at any time. Normally, once the
Simulink® files are downloaded to the DS1104 card the simulation would run forever if
there is no enable/disable signal for the hardware.
Finally, Fig. 2.2 depicts the general representation of the HIL system and the
client/server communication.
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Fig. 2.2 General overview of the system
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3. SOFTWARE STRUCTURE OF THE HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP
SIMULATOR
In this chapter, the communication software between the DS1104 and the HILS
set-up will be explained as well as the downloading process of the Simulink® files into
the DS1104. As it is explained in the first two chapters, the DS1104 is compatible with
MATLAB® Simulink®, which makes the controller board easily programmable without
the need for low-level computer languages. Processing the input and output signals to and
from the board is also simpler with the use of Simulink® blocks.

3.1 Real-Time Interface Simulink® Blocks
Real-Time Workshop (RTW), which is a product of Mathworks, creates real-time
codes from the Simulink® models; Real Time Interface (RTI), on the other hand, is a
product of dSPACE and is the software package that establishes the connection between
Simulink®, Real Time Workshop and the DSP card.
RTI blocks can be reached from the Simulink® library browser given in Fig. 3.1,
which displays the DS1104 MASTER PPC blocks presented in the Simulink® library
browser window. In the right half of the Fig. 3.1, the first four blocks, namely the DAC,
ADC and Digital I/O blocks perform the input-output functions as will be demonstrated in
the case studies of Chapter 5. Single bit I/O blocks use the Boolean data type which could
be either 0 or 1, so they can be directly connected to all logical operators; while the DAC
(digital analog converter) and ADC (analog digital converter) blocks use the double data
type which is double-precision floating point.
To demonstrate the implementation of the RTI blocks, a simple example will be
considered. In this example, torque inputs will be amplified to the PMDC and DDM and
the current, speed, and position values of the motors will be read. The developed
Simulink® file of this study is presented in Fig. 3.2. As can be seen from this figure,
every RTI block name starts with the name of the DSP board, followed by an
abbreviation of the block’s function and the port number. For example, for the position
and speed feedback values, the DS1104ENC_POS_C1 block is used. On the other hand,
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to set the global parameters, the DS1104ENC_SETUP block should be set in the
Simulink® file to use other encoder interface blocks. For the torque inputs, two DAC
blocks are used, namely channel #1 and #2. Both of these torque inputs have zero initial
torque values as can be seen in Fig. 3.2. The current of the PMDC is measured from ADC
port # 5. Lastly, a digital output block is used to enable the driver of the PMDC, via port
# 1. As digital outputs use Boolean data for a simulation interval of 0 to 60 seconds, the
digital output port #1 starts with the value 0 which then becomes 1. Logic zero enables
the PMDC, while logic one disables it.

Fig. 3.1 RTI blocks in the Simulink® library browser
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In the example under consideration all the input data, namely, the speed, position
and current, are multiplied by some gain values as seen in Fig. 3.2. This multiplication
may have different purposes such as the conversion of the received data to its real value.
Therefore, the ADC receives the analog value and then transforms it to a number between
0 and 1, so to get the real value, the current is multiplied by 10. Another reason is the
conversion of the motor speed unit from rad/sec to rev/min.

Fig. 3.2 Simulink® block diagram for the RTI blocks demonstration example
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3.2 Real Time Workshop (RTW) Options for DS1104
Before building the Simulink® file, certain requirements should be met for the
operation of the DS1104 in the RTW options menu. The key requirements in the
configuration parameters window are presented in Fig. 3.3 and 3.4.

Fig. 3.3 Requirements for building Simulink® file in the Solver

The stop time of the simulation should be chosen as ”in f’, which stands for
infinity and means that the simulation will not stop by itself, but can only be stopped
externally. There are two options for the solver type, “fixed-step” and “variable step”.
Real-time systems operate at fixed-sized signal sample rates. Therefore, the type of the
solver option should be “fixed-step” as shown in Fig. 3.3. The “variable step” is used in
non real-time computer simulations to decrease the simulation time.
Also, in the Real-Time Workshop menu, the RTW system target file should be
chosen as “rtil 104.tlc”, to which the code will be downloaded. The “make” utility
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controls the compiling and linking of the generated source code, therefore “make”
commands are specific for the target system. In the case under consideration, the “make”
command should be “make_rti” and the template makefile should be “rtil 104.tmf’ as
presented in Fig. 3.4. After the parameter options are chosen, the “build” button is clicked
to build the Simulink® file.

Fig. 3.4 Requirements for building Simulink® file in Real-Time Workshop

3.3 Building the Simulink® Model
The build process consists of two different phases. The first phase is called the
code generation phase. In the code generation phase, the entire C code for the real time
application is generated.

In this phase, the RTW is called to generate the

“model_name.rtw” file, and then the Target Language Compiler (TLC) is invoked. The
TLC uses the “model_name.rtw” file and RTI to generate the C code for the model. After
these procedures, the “make” file called “model name.mk” file is generated. This “make”
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file contains all the macros that are specific to the application. After the code generation
phase, the compilation phase is initialized. In this phase, the “dsmake make” utility
invokes the compiler/linker to compile the C sources of the model, and links the object
files and libraries into an executable file. Next, the dSPACE loader program downloads
the executable file to the DS1104 and initializes file execution.
Whenever a building procedure is to be conducted, the corresponding system
description file “m odelnam e.sdf’ is created or updated. This file is used in the
ControlDesk software to monitor and tune the data. In this thesis, the .sdf file is used for
data capturing [20],
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4. CLIENT/SERVER COMMUNICATION FOR REMOTE APPLICATIONS
The major contribution of this thesis is the development of the communication
method between client and server. Using the developed communication method, the
remote users can experiment with the robot dynamics and controller of their choice on the
hardware-in-the-loop simulator (HILS) setup from anywhere in the world via the Internet
and collect back the data after experimentation. The development of the client/server
communication involves the following steps:

-establishing communication between the client and the server
-performing data transfer between the client and the server
-building and downloading the Simulink® file to the DS1104
-data capturing during the simulation
-preparing the animation

The server and client program code that is written for this thesis can be seen in
Appendix B and Appendix C.
In this chapter, the developed communication method between the client and the
server will be discussed, followed by a discussion of the MATLAB® Engine, which
allows the C code to invoke MATLAB®. Next, the code developed for data capturing will
be introduced. Finally, the developed animation for a 2-DOF planar robot arm will be
explained.

4.1 Communication Protocols
In 1983, the International Standardization Organization (ISO) introduced the open
systems interconnection (OSI) reference model for communication systems. The OSI
reference model subdivides the communication functions into 7 layers. These layers are
independent. However, they interact with each other. In Fig. 4.1, the OSI reference model
layer diagram is presented. A general overview of the 7 layers is given as follows [21],

[22]:
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Physical Layer (Layer 1): The physical layer defines the communication medium.
While sending data, the physical layer receives the frames from the datalink layer and
generates the transmission signals. While receiving the data, the physical layer accepts
the signal, and according to the used physical layer protocol, translates it to code and
finally, sends the data to the datalink layer.

Fig. 4.1 Open system interconnection (OSI) model
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Datalink Layer (Layer 2): The datalink layer divides the data into frames. Frames are
packages. Beside the data, frames include sender and receiver addresses, error checking
and control information.
Network Layer (Layer 3): The network layer is responsible for translating logical
network addresses. It also determines how to route the data from sender to receiver.
Transport Layer (Layer 4): The transport layer is responsible for sending data in the
right sequence and error-free.
Session Layer (Layer 5): The session layer is responsible for maintaining the
communication between 2 nodes.
Presentation Layer (Layer 6): The presentation layer formats the data so that other
nodes can interpret it.
Application Layer (Layer 7): The application layer establishes the communication
between the software and lower communication levels. This layer translates the user’s
request to the communication system.

4.2 Communication Between Client and Server
In this section, the developed software, which establishes the communication and
also maintains the data transfer between the client and the server will be explained. The
code explained here is the backbone of the overall code. This code also allows the
MATLAB® Engine to run in the server, which in turn, builds the Simulink® file and runs
the animation.
This part of the code is written in C/C++ with the use of wxWidgets. wxWidgets
is an open source toolkit which allows writing graphical user interface (GUI) applications
in C/C++. wxWidget is supported by many operating system platforms, including
Windows, Unix and Mac.
Two different programs are developed in this thesis; one which runs in the server
and another which runs in the client computer. In Fig. 4.2, the client and the server
screens are shown in their initial status. The wxWidgets sockets are used to establish the
communication between these two programs. A socket is a means to establish
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communication with different systems using standard Unix file descriptors [23]. Sockets
use different type of protocols such as the transmission control protocol (TCP) and user
datagram protocol (UDP) to establish different levels of reliability and flexibility in data
transfer. The code prepared in this thesis uses the TCP/IP (layer 3 and 4) protocol. The
TCP protocol ensures sequential and accurate transfer of data. The sockets are named by
a port number.
The server program developed in this thesis first binds to the local address by
using the TCP port number 3000. Then the server sets up an event handler which is
informed when a client connects to the server. The server waits in listening status which
means that the server is ready to accept connections. Only one client can connect to the
server at a time. When a client connects to the server a wxSocketBase object is created.
This object creates its own event handler and this event handler is informed of the start
and stop of the data transfer. [24]

Fig. 4.2 Client and server softwares

When the user opens the client program, it starts unconnected. To establish the
connection, the user needs to click, the “Open Session” option in the Experiments menu.
When the user clicks the “Open Session” option, the client connects to the computer, of
which the IP is given as the server in the code of the client program. When the client
connects to the server, two small windows pop up sequentially asking the user name and
password. The client sends the user name and password with the WriteMsg command and
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the server receives them with the ReadMsg command. The server receives the username
and password and compares them with the ones in the database. If the username and
password are correct, the menus in the client program become active. In this thesis, the
password confirmation part of the server program is written with the wxTextFile object.
After establishing the proper connection, the client user has two alternatives. In
the first the user access an already existing controller and robot configuration offered on
the server, therefore the PID controller and the 2-DOF robot arm in this case, therefore
Experimentl from the Experiments menu. For this alternative, the clients do not need to
have a MATLAB® license, which limits their use of control algorithms to merely
changing the control coefficient in the windows which pop up sequentially. The second
alternative allows the users to experiment with the robot dynamics and controller of their
choice. In this case it is assumed that the MATLAB® software is installed in the client
computer. In this thesis, a template Simulink® file is prepared for this experiment. To
(8)
start the experiment, the user must download the template Simulink file from the remote
lab website. Next, the user places the controller and/or robotic system the user developed
into the designated blocks in the template Simulink® file. In the next step, the user selects
the Experiment2 option in the Experiments menu, which causes an open file menu to pop
up. At this point, the user selects the modified template Simulink® file and sends it to the
server.
In the literature, a variety of communication protocols are used mostly depending
on the type of application and transferred data. In this thesis, data are transferred directly
with the socket because of simplicity. When a file is transferred from client to server, at
first

the

wxSOCKET_WAITALL

flag

is

set

on

both

sides.

When

the

wxSOCKET_WAITALL flag is set, no I/O will be returned, until all the data have been
written or read. Next, the whole file is read into a buffer on the client side, by using
wxSocketBase class. After that, the file is written from the buffer to the socket by using
wxSocketClient class and on the server side the data in the socket is read by the buffer.
Finally, the data in the buffer are written to a specific file. The file transfer is a
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bidirectional process. Thus, when a file is transferred from the server to the client, similar
procedures take place.

4.3 MATLAB® Engine
The MATLAB® Engine consists of a set of routines that invokes MATLAB®
from C or Fortran code. Thus, any MATLAB® command can be used in the C code by
using the MATLAB® Engine. When the C code is built and executed, MATLAB® is
invoked and the MATLAB® commands are processed sequentially. Fig. 4.3 presents the
MATLAB® command window invoked by the MATLAB® Engine. On the server side,
after receiving the PID coefficients or the Simulink® file, the MATLAB® Engine invokes
MATLAB®. For the first option, the Simulink® file which is already saved in the server is
built with the user’s parameters and downloaded into the DS1104.

Fig. 4.3 MATLAB® command window

For the second option, the modified template Simulink® file that is received from
the client is built and downloaded into the DS1104. The simulation process which
follows is the same for both options. In both cases, at the end of the HIL simulation and
data capturing, data from selected variables can be plotted. The plots are transformed to
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the .jpeg file format by MATLAB®. Fig. 4.4 depicts the plots of selected data at the
server. A Simulink® file is also run by MATLAB® for the animation. Finally, the server
sends the client data both in .mat and .jpeg format, as well as the animation results in .avi
video format. After sending these files to the client, the server is ready for the next
simulation task.

Fig. 4.4 Figures that are plotted in the server

4.4 Data Capturing
Signals measured or calculated during the simulation need to be saved in the
server in order to be sent to the client, for further processing. This saving process is called
data capturing. A dSPACE product, called the ControlDesk, is used for data tuning and
monitoring purposes. In Fig. 4.5, an overview of the ControlDesk during the data
capturing process is shown. Remote use requires the automation of the ControlDesk. All
(K)

•

the library files are prepared for compatibility with the Python programming language
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by dSPACE. Thus, the data capturing program code is written in Python®. Python® is an
open source scripting language which can be used in combination with C and C++.
(8)
The Python code first initializes the ControlDesk, and then checks the current
working directory. After that, the .sdf file which is created at the end of the build process
is loaded. In the next step, the ControlDesk layout is prepared, and data capturing is
activated. Next, animation and capturing are started sequentially. The Python® code
instructs ControlDesk to plot the data in the server as well as captures them. A selected
signal triggers the data capturing process with its rising or falling edge that is determined
in the Python® code. The data capturing continues as long as it is determined in the
Python® code. After that, the data capturing and the animation is finalized, the layout is
removed, and the .sdf file is closed.

Fig. 4.5 Overview of the ControlDesk during the data capturing

The library files for automation are prepared compatible with only Python® 2.2 by
dSPACE. The scripts that are prepared with future versions of Python® can be
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transformed to the executable file format (.exe) by py2exe software, but py2exe does not
support Python® 2.2. Thus, a batch file is written to invoke the Python® script. To start
data capturing, the batch file is invoked using the MATLAB® command line which in
turn, invokes the Python® script. All the captured data are saved in a .mat file as structure
type data. Structures are MATLAB® arrays and fields of a structure can contain any kind
of data.

4.5 Animation for a 2-DOF Planar Robot Arm
In this thesis, an animation is prepared for the 2-DOF planar robot arm, in order to
help the remote user visualize the actual system performance. In this study, the animation
is prepared for the 2-DOF planar robot arm only. However, any robotic configuration can
be animated via the same animation approach using the collected HILS data.
The animation for the 2-DOF planar robot arm is prepared using the MATLAB
Virtual Reality toolbox. Fig. 4.6 demonstrates the Simulink® file performing the
animation process.

(K)

Fig. 4.6 Overview of the animation Simulink file
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As it can be seen in Fig. 4.6, there are two “From Workspace” source blocks.
These two blocks collect the position variables captured from the HIL simulation in the
workspace. The “VR Sink” shown in Fig. 4.6 is a component of the MATLAB® Virtual
Reality toolbox. A source file should be prepared in order to use the “VR Sink” block. In
this study, this source file includes the physical model of the 2-DOF planar robot arm and
it is prepared with V-Realm Builder 2.0. The physical model of the 2-DOF planar robot
arm prepared with V-Realm Builder is given in Fig. 4.7. The V-Realm Builder uses
virtual reality modeling language (VRML) which enables the user to produce complex 3D models in small sizes. It is a very user friendly software.

Fig. 4.7 Physical model of 2-DOF planar robot arm prepared with the V-Realm Builder
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One of the most important properties of the V-Realm Builder is its hierarchical,
tree style representation of components. This property makes models created in the VRealm Builder very easy to use in the MATLAB® Virtual Reality toolbox.
After creating the model in the V-Realm Builder, the source file and the desired
inputs are specified in the “Parameters” menu of the “VR Sink” block. The parameter
menu is presented in Fig. 4.8. After giving the desired specifications, the simulation is
ready to run. The performance of the 2-DOF planar robot arm can be seen in the Virtual
Reality toolbox viewer window. In Fig. 4.9, the position of the 2-DOF planar robot arm
attained at the end of the simulation is presented. This animation is saved in the server
side as an .avi file and is sent to the client side.

Fig. 4.8 Parameter menu of the VR Sink block

Fig. 4.9 Final position and orientation of the 2-DOF arm at the end of HILS

The flow diagram of the complete client/server communication procedure is
presented in the Fig. 4.10.
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I

CONTINUED
Fig. 4.10 Flow diagram of the client/server communication
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Fig. 4.10 Flow diagram of the client/server communication (continued)
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5. CASE STUDIES
In this chapter, several case studies are presented as examples of HILS
applications in motion control and robotics. The examples involve the position control of
a PMDC motor, a PMDC driven single link arm and a 2-DOF robotic arm. All case
studies are developed under variable load effects and variable reference trajectories. The
experiments are conducted remotely via the use of the client computer. Since the major
goal in the current laboratory environment is the remote control of the PUMA 560 and its
HIL simulation, the PMDC motor - DDM pair is used as the basis for the HIL
experiments. As mentioned before, the PUMA arm is driven by a PMDC, which explains
the reason for the choice of PMDC based HIL setup. To obtain a robust performance
against uncertain load variations expected in robot control, a PID controller is
implemented for each case, which is also added to the Control Library on the remote lab
website.

5.1 Design of PID Controller
In this section, the proper choice of the PID coefficients will be discussed. The
root-locus based design approach is used to set the basis for the proper selection of the
PID coefficients.
The high performance control of the robotic arm is not the goal of this study. For
this reason, a PID controller is chosen for the position and tracking control as the most
widely used controller in practice due to its robustness properties against parameter and
model variations. However, the well-known properties of the PID controller apply to
linear systems with constant load/disturbance variations and systems considered in this
study are highly nonlinear. Additionally, constant load torque effects can only be
assumed in position control, where step type position references are used. In tracking
control, for which variable reference trajectories are used, the load torque is no longer
constant in steady-state, hence PID control can not achieve a zero steady state error.
In the design of the PID controller for each joint, the principles of independent
joint control are taken into consideration with the motor taken as the main plant and all
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the other arm dynamics taken as the disturbance affecting the joint actuator. The mass,
velocity, and gravity terms are assumed as the disturbance. The block diagram of the
system is given in Fig. 5.1.

Fig. 5.1 Block diagram of the control system for 1-DOF

Kt: Motor torque constant
J: Motor inertia
B: Motor viscous friction coefficient

For the first joint motor, these constants are
Kt=4 N - ml A
J=0.012 kg ■m 2
B=0.2 N ■m ■s I rad .

For the design of the controller, the root-locus is plotted for the system by placing
the poles in locations which will generate the desired performance. The desired
performance is a transient response with a small overshoot and a steady-state error that is
ideally zero.
For the coefficients given above, the open loop transfer function is obtained as:
G(s) =

— ( K , , + ^ +K
s(s0.012 + 0.2)
s

s 2(50.012 + 0.2)

(5.1)
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G(s) has three poles, two of which are at zero and the third at -16.6667, so the
system can be assumed to be a second order system. The PID coefficients are chosen in
such a way that one of the zeros cancels one of the closed-loop poles. The resulting
closed-loop poles are:
-0.0017; -10 ± i43.588 .

The resulting closed-loop zeros are:
-0.0017; -599.99 .

Hence, the resulting PID coefficients are:
K P=6; K, =0.01; iCD=0.01.

The Root Locus diagram of this system is presented in the Fig. 5.2. The root-locus
diagram indicates a stable system independent of the gain. The closed-loop poles are also
shown in Fig. 5.2.
As can be seen from Fig. 5.2 these closed-loop poles will cause 47.6% of
overshoot for a linear, second order system. However, the system under consideration is
nonlinear. Therefore, the calculated gain values can only be used as a basis for the trial
and error process and need to be adjusted for the desired performance.

5.2 Case Study 1: Position Control of PMDC Motor under Variable Load Effects
Pertaining to the operation principles of HILS, the PMDC motor is used as the
actuator motor to drive variable loads, which are simulated in real-time via the developed
torque on the DDM.
As previously explained, Simulink® files are developed and downloaded onto the
DS1104 MCU, both for the control of the DC motor and development of the load torque
on the DDM. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the Simulink® blocks developed for this purpose.

Fig. 5.2 Root Locus diagram of the control system
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Averaging
blockl

Fig. 5.3 Simulink® blocks for the position control of DC motor + load

The reference input of the DC motor is designed using the Signal Builder block,
as can be seen in Fig. 5.3. The torque input for the DDM is also applied from the Signal
Builder block. These signals, which are reference position and load torque, are shown in
Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5. Also to eliminate high frequency noise, filters are developed for the
speed and current signals, which are given as the “Averaging block” and “Averaging
blockl”, respectively, in Fig. 5.3. Both filters are 11th order FIR filters. A detailed
representation of these blocks is given in Fig. 5.6.
To demonstrate the effect of the load, the experiment is started initially with no
load. In this case, instead of the “Signal Builder” block, a constant zero block is used for
the DAC input of the DDM. The results of this experiment are shown in Figs. 5.7, 5.8,
5.9, 5.10 and 5.11, which depict the angular position, error in the angular position, speed
variation, current variation of the PMDC and detailed current variation of the PMDC,
respectively. The comparisons of the experiment with and without load are given at the
end of the Section 5.2.
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Fig. 5.4 Reference position trajectory of the

Fig. 5.5 Torque reference of the DDM

DC motor

Fig. 5.6 Development of the FIR filter

Fig. 5.7 DC motor: reference and actual
angular position variations

Fig. 5.8 DC motor: variation of position
error

Fig. 5.9 DC motor: speed variation

time (sec)

Fig. 5.10 DC motor: current variation

Fig. 5.11 DC motor: detailed variation
of current

Next, the same case study is repeated for a variable load as can be seen in Fig.
5.5. The results of this case study are presented in the following diagrams. As can be seen
in Fig. 5.12, the angular position of the DC motor is affected by the load torque variation.
The PID controller is expected to yield zero steady state error if the position reference is
kept constant over a long duration of time. As can be observed in Fig. 5.12, the
performance of the controller is challenged when instantaneous variations are imposed on
the reference as the reference is switched from one level to another while the actual
position is still in its transient state. The effect of the position reference switchings is also
observed with the spikes in the position error, as can be seen in Fig. 5.13. The speed
variation is given in Fig. 5.14, while the current, which demonstrates a proportional
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variation to that of the load torque, is depicted in Fig. 5.15. Finally, a detailed diagram of
the current is given in Fig. 5.16.

Fig. 5.12 DC motor: reference and actual
angular position variations

Fig. 5.13 DC motor: variation of position
error

When Figs. 5.7 and 5.8 are compared with Figs. 5.12 and 5.13, it can be seen that
the position error is less in the case study without load. This is due to the fact that the PID
coefficients are adjusted for no load. The spikes observed in the speed variation given in
Fig. 5.9 are due to the instantaneous reference position variations. However, the spikes
observed in the speed variation in Fig. 5.14 are due to the instantaneous load variations as
well as instantaneous reference position variations. Comparing Figs. 5.10 and 5.11 with
Figs. 5.15 and 5.16, it can be noted that the current of the DC motor is less variable in the
case study without load.
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5.3 Case Study Two: Position Control of Single Link Robot Arm
This case study involves the position control of a single link arm, given in Fig.
5.17.

Fig. 5.17 Single link robot arm

The equation of motion for the 1-DOF robotic system can be given as below:
(5.2)
T lo a d

= m g l - sin(0)

where
J eff: effective inertia of motor and load
BejJ: effective viscous friction constant of motor and load
Te: induced torque
T lo a d ■ l 0 a d t 0 r 4 U e

m : mass of the robot arm
g : gravity constant
/ : length of the robot arm
Ө: angle between robot arm and the x-axis

(5.3)
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co: angular speed of the robot arm.

As can be seen from Eq. 5.3, the load effect in this case is due to the gravitational
torque varying with the angular position of the motor, or the arm. In this experiment it is
assumed that m - g - l = 10 [ k g- m2 I s 2]. Fig. 5.18 gives the outline of the Simulink®
blocks developed for this simulation.
The angular position, error in the angular position, detailed angular position,
speed variation and torque variation of the DDM can be seen in the Figs. 5.19, 5.20, 5.21,
5.22 and 5.23, respectively. Different than the other case studies, in Fig. 5.21 detailed
angular position variation is presented in order to show the transient response of the
position variation.

Fig. 5.18 Simulink® blocks for the control of the 1-DOF system
-р ^

u>
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Fig. 5.19 DC motor: reference and actual
angular position variations

Fig. 5.20 DC motor: variation of position
error

Fig. 5.21 DC motor: detailed reference and actual angular position variations

As can be seen in Figs. 5.24 and 5.25, the current of the DC motor is proportional
to the load torque and for the maximum load torque the DC motor draws a current of
approximately 1 A.
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Fig. 5.24 DC motor: current variation

Fig. 5.25 DC motor: detailed variation
of current

5.4 Case Study Three: Tracking Control of Single Link Arm
In this case study, the trajectory tracking control of a single-link arm will be taken
into consideration. The only difference from the previous case is related to the reference
input for the angular position, which in this case is a sinusoidal function. The sinusoidal
function is developed through the Simulink® sinusoidal source block.
As can be seen from Figs. 5.26 and 5.27, the position tracking performance has
improved in this case due to the fact that the load torque is less variable than in the
previous cases.
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Fig. 5.26 DC motor: reference and actual

Fig. 5.27 DC motor: variation of position
error

angular position variations

Figs. 5.28, 5.29, 5.30 and 5.31 demonstrate the variation of the speed, load torque,
current, and detailed current variation, respectively.

Fig. 5.28 DC motor: speed variation

Fig. 5.29 DDM: torque variation
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Fig. 5.30 DC motor: current variation

Fig. 5.31 DC motor: detailed variation
of current

5.5 Case Study Four: Position Control of 2-DOF Planar Robot Arm
In this section, a brief description of the dynamics of the 2-DOF planar robot arm
will be given and then the implementation of the HIL simulator for the 2-DOF system
will be explained. Finally, simulation results will be presented.

5.5.1 Dynamics of 2-DOF Planar Robot Arm
Fig. 5.32 represents a 2-DOF planar robot arm. The dynamic equations of the 2DOF robot arm are derived using Euler-Lagrange equations. The major difference in this
approach from prior work in the modeling of 2-DOF planar arm dynamics is the inclusion
of the full system dynamics in the model development, including the actuator dynamics.
Also, for a very realistic simulation on the HILS system, the masses of the links
are not considered as just point masses like in most previous work, but the inertia of the
links are also taken into consideration. Additionally, the effects of the motor masses and
inertia are also taken into account and not neglected as in all previous studies.
The general dynamic equation of a multi-DOF robotic system is given below:

M (Ө)Ө + С(Ө, Ө)Ө + G(0) = т(Ө)

(5.4)

where

Ө = vector of joint angles
Ө = vector of joint velocities
Ө - vector of joint acceleration
M (0) = mass matrix of the robot arm
С(Ө,Ө) = velocity matrix of the robot arm (Coriolis terms)
G(0) = gravity matrix
ri = total torque for joint i.

Fig. 5.32 2-DOF robot arm

The symbol descriptions used in Fig. 5.32 are:
mi, m2 : mass of the arms
I], I2 : moment of inertia of the arms
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mmi, 1ШП2 : mass of the motors in the joints
Ini], Im2 : moment of inertia of the motors in the joints
li, I2 : length of the arms
mp : mass of the load
Ө\, Ө2 '- angles between the arms and axis.

With the calculation of the kinetic and potential energy equations and Jacobian
matrices for the system in (5.4), the following equations are derived for the 2-DOF planar
robot arm with the consideration of full system dynamics, including actuator dynamics.
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q : cos(6,1)
c 2 : c o s (<92 )

s, : sin(^)
s2 : sin(<92)
c12 : cos(6,1+Ө2).

5.5.2 Implementation of HILS for 2-DOF Robot Arm
The HIL simulation of an n-degree-of-freedom system is implemented for one
joint at a time. In this case, two simulations will be performed for the 2-DOF system, one
for each joint. For the simulation of joint 1, the joint actuator is controlled using a PID
type controller, while the total load dynamics affecting that joint are generated through
the current reference given to the DDM to generate the equivalent torque.
To generate the appropriate load torque on the DDM, Өх is obtained via encoder
readings and Ө2 is assumed to equal 02ref , which is the reference for the angular position
of the second joint. Using the given parameters in the dynamic equation, the load torque
T j is calculated and generated on the DDM. Thus, the performance of the first joint can
be analyzed using PID control and under a variety of reference trajectories and variable
load dynamics. The Simulink® file generated for calculating the load torque for the first
joint is given in Fig. 5.33. Similar procedures are repeated for joint 2, the only difference
being the use of 0lref for Өх in the calculation of the load dynamics affecting joint 2. As it
is well known, the load dynamics, comprised of inertial torque, gravitational torque,
Coriolis and centripetal torque as well as Coulomb friction torque, are functions of the
angular position of the first joint, Ө: and that of the second joint, Ө2.

Fig. 5.33 Simulink® blocks of the 2-DOF robot manipulator for HILS
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As can be seen from the Fig. 5.33, the load dynamics for each joint, Tyl and Ty2,
consist of three terms. The first term in each joint, Til and Ti2, respectively, are called
the mass terms, which include masses and inertias of the motors, links and load. The
second term in each equation is called the velocity term, C l and C2, which consists of the
centrifugal and Coriolis terms. Finally, the third term in each equation is called the
gravity term, G1 and G2, consisting of terms which involve the gravitational constant.

5.5.3 HILS for 2-DOF Planar Robot Arm
In this case study, the initial position of the first joint is taken as -90° and the
initial position of the second joint is taken as zero. Next, the first joint is commanded to
move to 0° while the second link is commanded to track a sinusoidal trajectory between
0° and 90°.
The Simulink® block diagram for joint 1 is presented in Fig. 5.34. As can be seen
from Fig. 5.34, the 6i input is read from the encoder input of the system, while for Ө2 the
reference value is used as the input.
The results of this simulation are presented in Figs. 5.35, 5.36, 5.37, 5.38, 5.39,
5.40, 5.41, 5.42, and 5.43, which depict the PMDC reference and actual angular
positions, variation of position error, speed, current as well as the detailed variation of
current, mass term of joint 1, velocity term of the joint 1, gravity term of the joint 1, and
total load of joint 1, respectively.

rig. 5.34 bimulink blocks tor the HILS ot joint 1
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Fig. 5.35 DC motor: reference and actual

Fig. 5.36 DC motor: variation of position
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Fig. 5.37 DC motor: speed variation
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Fig. 5.38 DC motor: current variation

Fig. 5.39 DC motor: detailed variation
of current

Fig. 5.40 Mass term of the joint 1

Fig. 5.42 Gravity term of the joint 1

Fig. 5.41 Velocity term of the joint 1

Fig. 5.43 Total load of the joint 1
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As can be seen from Fig. 5.36, a steady-state error of -0.6 degrees is obtained.
This is due to the sinusoidal variation of the second joint. Only with a constant angular
position reference would the steady-state error be expected to be zero, as is the common
expectation with a PID controller.
Fig. 5.37 shows that the velocity of the motors is almost zero. Also, it can be seen
in Fig. 5.38 and Fig. 5.39 that the current is very low because very little torque is being
produced at this point. The mass term of the load is almost zero as shown in Fig. 5.40 due
to its proportional variation with the acceleration, which is also almost zero. The change
in velocity term is presented in Fig. 5.41, which is proportional to the speed of the
motors. The variation of the gravity term can be seen in Fig. 5.42. Finally, Fig. 5.43
shows the total load dynamics, which is the sum of all the previously presented variations
in Figs. 5.40, 5.41, 5.42. From Figs. 5.42 and 5.43, it can be seen that the dominant factor
in the total load is the gravity term, since all the velocities are zero in the steady-state.
The simulation process is repeated for the second joint of the robot arm. The
Simulink® block diagram of this simulation is presented in the Fig. 5.44. The results are
given in Figs. 5.45, 5.46, 5.47, 5.48, 5.49, 5.50, 5.51, 5.52, and 5.53, depicting reference
and actual angular position, variation of position error, speed variation, current variation,
detailed variation of current, mass term of the joint 2, velocity term of the joint 2, gravity
term of joint 2, and total load of the joint 2, respectively.

Fig. 5.44 Simulink® blocks for the HILS of join
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Fig. 5.45 DC motor: reference and actual
angular position variations

Fig. 5.46 DC motor: variation of position
error

Fig. 5.47 DC motor: speed variation

Fig. 5.48 DC motor: current variation

Fig. 5.49 DC motor: detailed variation
of current
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Fig. 5.52 Gravity term of joint 2

Fig. 5.53 Total load of joint 2

Fig. 5.46 demonstrates that there is a maximum error of 4.5 degrees in the PID
control of joint 2, which is much bigger than the error in the joint 1. In spite of the
reduced number of nonlinearities affecting the second joint as opposed to the first joint,
the sinusoidal trajectory reference causes the second joint to have a larger error due to the
limitations of the PID control. Fig. 5.46 depicts that an error spike occurs during the
direction change of the motor.

5.5.4 Animation for 2-DOF Planar Robot Arm
The animation of the system is created with the MATLAB® Virtual Reality
toolbox based on the HILS results that are discussed in Section 5.5.3. The captured
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and Ө2 angular position data are used as inputs in the animation. The animation program
combines the data collected from both joint simulations in the same interval to animate
the performance of the actual system, the 2-DOF planar arm in this case. Snapshots from
this animation are shown in Fig. 5.54 a-p in the same order of occurrence and in
accordance with the given reference trajectories for both joints.

(a) Position of the robot arm at 0.5th sec.

th

(b) Position of the robot arm at 3.4in sec.

iz£He

View Viewaoints Navigation Rendering Simulation Recording Help

~~rz ^ ^ a

3 o ct Q # j m ►H
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No vview point______________ 7 - 9 . 6 0

(c) Position of the robot arm at 5.9th sec.
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(d) Position of the robot arm at 9.6th sec.
CONTINUED-

Fig. 5.54 Snapshots from the animation of 2-DOF planar robot arm
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(g) Position of the robot arm at 21.1tn sec.

(h) Position of the robot arm at 24.6th sec.

(i) Position of the robot arm at 28.0th sec.

(j) Position of the robot arm at 31.0th sec.
CONTINUED-

Fig. 5.54 Snapshots from the animation of 2-DOF planar robot arm (continued)
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(o) Position of the robot arm at 55.9th sec.

(p) Position of the robot arm at 60.0th sec.

Fig. 5.54 Snapshots from the animation of 2-DOF planar robot arm (continued)
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In this chapter, different mechanical systems are simulated with the remotely
accessible HIL robot simulator. Also, an animation is created for a 2-DOF planar robot
arm. The HILS performance has been very satisfactory in terms of providing the expected
system response.
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6. CONCLUSIONS and FUTURE DIRECTIONS

6.1 Conclusions
In this thesis, a general-purpose and remotely accessible hardware-in-the-loop
simulator (HILS) is developed for on-site and remote experimentation in the robotics and
mechatronics laboratories.
The following steps are accomplished to fulfill the goals of the project:
- The HILS system is established using a PMDC and a DDM and the motion
control unit based on the DS1104.
- A method is established for client/server communication, using Internet sockets
with TCP/IP protocol, which could also remotely operate any system driven by
Matlab®/Simulink® and is not limited to the HILS system
- An animation program is prepared to help the remote user visualize the actual
performance of the robotic system, using data obtained from the HIL simulator.
- A website is prepared, through which the remote user can access the HILS setup
for experimentation. The website provides the project description and proper
instructions to enable remote users to perform their experiments on the HILS
system at UAF.
- Several dynamics models (1-DOF arm, 2-DOF planar arm) and control
algorithms (PD, PID) are developed for the RemoteLab Library.
- Case studies are performed remotely using the above mentioned systems
established on the HILS system.

With the HILS system, experiments can be performed on a variety of systems in
real-time without the actual presence of the system in the laboratory. Any given robotic
configuration can be simulated by using HILS, thus enhancing the flexibility and
repertoire of expensive robotics laboratories. The HILS set-up includes some of the
crucial hardware that takes part in the actual system, thus enabling a more realistic
simulation of the system in real time than would be possible with computer simulations.
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The HILS systems can also serve as a testbed for initial experimentation before testing on
the actual system, thereby providing safety and longevity for the expensive laboratory
equipment.
However, to increase the appeal of HILS systems, which may not be as engaging
as a robot arm for a learner, the remote lab service must be enhanced with animations as
performed in this thesis.
The thesis is among the first studies on the HIL simulation of robotic systems.
The developed setup and use of hardware is novel for the HILS concept in robotics.
Moreover, this is the first HILS setup which also provides access for remote users.

6.2 Future Directions
Directions for future work on this project include:
- Improvements should be made to the software to provide remote users the
opportunity to develop and implement any robot dynamics and control software
on the system. With the current system, this freedom is granted only to licensed
users of MATLAB®/Simulink®. However, opening the system for remote use
with different software, i.e. algorithms written in the C language, will enhance
the flexibility and attraction of the developed HILS system.
- The dynamics, control and animation library should also be enhanced to include
all commercial and research oriented robotics configurations.
- Results of the HILS for the PUMA 560 should be compared with the
performance of the actual PUMA 560 under identical control algorithms to
provide researchers a realistic basis for evaluation. The remotely accessible
MATLAB® Simulink® based open architecture control of the PUMA 560 is
currently under development and is the next goal of the project.
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APPENDIX A
Hardware Catalog Information

Table A-l Specifications of the N4582 DC motor [25]
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Table A-2 Specifications of the Junus DC motor driver [26]
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Fig. A-l Connection diagram of the DC motor system [26]
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Fig A-2 Circuit diagram of the analog reference input of the Junus DC motor driver [26]

Table A-3 Specifications of the DM1B-015G-1C2A4G2 Direct-Drive Servomotor [27]
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200 - 230VAC power supply
100 —115VAC power supply
Fig. A-3 Velocity vs. output torque diagram of the DDM [27]
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Table A-4 Specifications of the Dynaserv UD1BG3-015N-6KC-1TB-N [27]
2kW class

SCPOVV class
Main power supply

100 - 115VAC / 200

-

230VAC

* 1ВЧ
-15%

50*0 Hz

8

Control power supply

100 - 115VAC f 200

-

230VAC

*m
-15%

5Ш60Н2

£

Maximum power
consumption

1*

Temperature

1

fi

Humidity

1

Atmosphere

f

o
£
*
i

§
ш

!

СЛ

3.4&УА

1.3kVA
0 - *5СГС (Operation) / 20
20

~

Wall-nnount

Fan

Built-in DC Fan

M/A
External

Built-in

60 W x 195 H x 150 D (mm)

100 W x 195 H x 200 D (mm)

12fcg

2.5kg

Regeneration resistor

1
External Dimension

+ 85X (Storage)

Mo corrosive gases, dust-free atmosphere
Must be used at a maximum altitude of 1OB0 meters afeove sea level (CE mounting condition)

Installation
c

~

90%RH, No condensing (Operation and Storage)

Weight

Low voltage (declaration) EN5Q178. Е У С (declaration) EN55011 class A group 1, E N61000-6-2
EN6180G-3
HsPot

Insulating; resistance: IG M Dor more {500VDC), Withstand voltage 15Ш УАС, one minute
DYNASERV

Encoder Resolution
Values inside f ) is factory
default value for command
and monitor pulses

Serial Interface
m {RS232C/RS485)

UD1AG3; 4,096,000 pulses/rev
UD1BG3; 2,621,440 pulses/rev
UD1CG3; 2,621,440 pulses/rev
UR1AG3; 1,638,400 pulses/rev
UR1BG3; 1,015,808 pulses/rev
UR 1EG3; 1,228,800 pulses/rev
UR5SG3; 557,056 pulses/rev
OR5CG3; 425,984 puises/rev
UR5EG3; 638.976 pulses/rev

Communication
Communication Speed
Muli-channet (RS485)

(1,024,000 pulses/rev)
( 655,360 pulses/rev)
{ 655,360 pulses/rev)
( 819,200 pulses/rev)
{ 507,904 pulses/rev)
( 614,400 pulses/rev)
{ 278,528 pulses/rev)
{ 212,992 pulses/rev)
( 319,488 pulses/rev)

Start-stop system, binary communication
38,4Ш bps
Уах. 10 channels

s
Ш
I»
Controller Interface
X

Pos. Command pulse (input)
[FLS-SIGN (STEP-DfR)], [UP-DOWNI, [A-8 encoder!
Pos. Monitor pulse (output}[UP-DOWN]5[А-Б encoder!
I/O input/output
12 for input;. 6 for output (with terminal all function)
Analog input
Velocity, Torque/Thrust command (select *Tr for the model & suffix code),
Torque/Thrust limit, Torque/Thrust feed forward

Mechanical input Signal

Home sensor, End Of Travel (EOT) sensor

Pas. control

i-PD control, FID o ctro i

1

Vel . control

Proportional control, proportional integral control

1
&

Feed Forward

Position, ’velocity, acceleration

Filler

Velocity command, velocity feedback, phase delay compensation and notch (2ch) filters

Operation Flections

Homing, test, auto-tuning, positioning and jog move functions

Protection Functions

Encoder error, over voltage, over current, low bus line power voltage, power failure, over load, regen.
Error detection, over speed, excessive pos. deviation, hardware EOT and software EOT (for linear
coordinate)

Monitor

Velocity, current Instruction, analog (2ch) and digital (2ch)

Operation / Display

Operation display panel (optional)
Operation display pendant (optional)
Utility software

Miscellaneous

Servo deceleration function at power failure (immediate stop)
Dynamic brake (Select - IB or -1L for the model & suffix code.)
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Fig A-4 Circuit diagram of the analog reference input of the Dynaserv DDM driver [27]
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Utility software
O perate display pane?
Operator display pendant

Fig. A-5 System configuration of the Dynaserv DDM [27]
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Master PPC I/O features

Fig. A-6 Architecture of the DS1104 [28]

APPENDIX B
Client Code
#include <wx/wxprec.h>
#ifdef
BORLANDC__
# pragma hdrstop
#endif
#ifndef WX_PRECOMP
# include <wx/wx.h>
#endif
#include <wx/socket.h>
#include <wx/url.h>
#include <wx/wfstream.h>
#include <wx/file.h>
#include <wx/filedlg.h>
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<wx/propdlg.h>
<wx/generic/propdlg.h>
<wx/object.h>
<wx/panel.h>
<wx/dialog.h>
<wx/radiobox.h>
<wx/combobox.h>
<wx/button.h>
<wx/gdicmn.h>
<wx/gdicmn.h>
<wx/statbox.h>
<wx/textctrl.h>
<wx/filefn.h>
<wx/dir.h>

class MyApp : public wxApp

{
pu b l i c :
virtual bool OnInit();

};
class MyFrame

: public wxFrame

{
pu b l i c :
MyFr am e();
-MyFrame();
void OnQ ui t(wxCommandEvent& event);
void OnAbout(wxCommandEvent& event);
void OnOpenConnection(wxCommandEvent& event)
void OnExperimentl(wxCommandEvent& event);
void 0nExperiment2(wxCommandEvent& event);

void OnCloseConnection(wxCommandEvent& event)
void OnSocketEvent(wxSocketEvent& event);
void UpdateStatusBar();

pr ivate:
wxSocketClient
wxTextCtrl
wxMenu
wxMenu
wxMenu
wxMenu

*m_sock;
*m_text;
*m_menuFile;
*m_menuSocket;
*m_menuDatagramSocket;
*m menuProtocols;

wxMenu

*m_menuDialog;

wxMenuBar
bool
int
int

*m_menuBar;
m__busy;
ok;
cancel;

DECLARE_EVENT_TABLE()

};
class MyButton : public wxButton

{
pu b l i c :
MyButton();
-MyButton();
void OnButtonl(wxCommandEvent& event);
void 0nButton2(wxCommandEvent& event);
priv at e:
wxButton *m_button;
wxTextCtrl *m_textl;
wxWindow *parent;
int ok;
int cancel;
DECLARE_EVENT_TABLE()

};
enum

{
CLIENT_QUIT = wxID_EXIT,
CLIENT_ABOUT = wxID_ABOUT,
CLIENT_OPEN = 100f
CLIENT_Experimentl,
CLIENT_Experiment2 f
CLIENT_CLOSE
SOCKET_ID

,

BUTTON1,

,
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BUTTON2

};
BEGIN_EVENT_TABLE(MyFrame, w xF rame)
EVT_MENU(CLIENT_QUIT,
M yFrame::OnQuit)
EVT_MENU(CLIENT_ABOUT,
MyFr am e::OnAbout)
EVT_MENU(CLIENT_OPEN,
MyFrame::OnOpenConnection)
EVT_MENU(CLIENT_Experiment1,
MyF ra me::OnExperiment1)
EVT_MENU(CLIENT_Experiment2,
MyFra me::OnExperiment2)
EVT_MENU (CLIENT__CLOSE ,
MyFrame : :OnCloseConnection )
EVT_SOCKET(S0CKET_ID,

M yFrame::OnSocketEvent)

END_EVENT_TABLE()

BEGIN_EVENT_TABLE(MyButton, wxButton)
EVT_BUTTON(BUTTON1,
MyButton::OnButtonl)
EVT_BUTTON(BUTTON2,
MyButton::OnButton2)
END_EVENT_TABLE()
IMPLEMENT_APP(M y Ap p)
bool M y A p p ::Onlnit()

{
MyFrame *frame = new MyFrame();
frame->Show(true);
SetTopWindow(frame);
return true;

M y F ra me ::MyFra me () : w xF rame((wxFrame *)NULL, wxID_ANY,
_ ( "RemoteHIL_Lab: Client"),
wxDefaultPosition, wxSize(300,

200))

{
m_menuFile = new wxMenu();
m_menuFile->Append(CLIENT_ABOUT, _("&About...\tCtrl-A"), _ ( "Show
about dialog"));
m_menuFile->AppendSeparator();
m_menuFile->Append(CLIENT_QUIT, _ ( "E&xit\tAlt-X"), _ ( "Quit client"));
m_menuSocket = new w x Me nu ();
m_menuSocket->Append(CLIENT_OPEN, __("&0pen session"), _( "Connect to
server"));
m_menuSocket->AppendSeparator();
m_menuSocket->Append(CLIENT_Experiment1, _ ( "Experiment &1"), _ ( "Do
experiments with your own controller and robot"));
m_menuSocket->Append(CLIENT_Experiment2 _ ( "Experiment &2"), _ ( "Do
experiments with predefined controllers and robots"));
m_menuSocket->AppendSeparator();

,

m_menuSocket->Append(CLIENT_CLOSE, _("&Close session"), _ ( "Close
connection"));
m_menuDialog = new w x Me nu ();
m_menuBar = new wxMenuBar();
m_menuBar->Append(m_menuFile, _ ( "&File"));
m_menuBar->Append(m_menuSocket, _ (" &Experiments"));
SetMenuBar(m_menuBar);
#if wxUSE_STATUSBAR
// Status bar
CreateStatusBar(2);
#endif // wxUSE__STATUSBAR
// Make a textctrl for logging
m_text
= new wxTextCtrl(t hi s, wxID_ANY,
_ ( "Welcome to RemoteHIL_Lab\nClient
ready\n"),
wxDefaultPosition, wxDefaultSize,
wxTE_MULTILINE | wxTE_READONLY);
// Create the socket
m_sock = new wxSocketClient();
m_sock->SetEventHandler(*this, SOCKET_ID);
m_sock->SetNotify(wxSOCKET_CONNECTION_FLAG
wxSOCKET_INPUT_FLAG |
wxSOCKET_LOST_FLAG);
m_sock->Notify(tr ue );

|

m_busy = false;
UpdateStatusBar();

}
M y F ra me ::-MyFrame()

{
delete m_sock;

}
MyButton::MyButton()
: wxButton(parent, wxID_ANY

,wxString(_ T ("Modal

{
m_button=new wxButton();

}
MyButton::-MyButton()

{
m_button->-wxButton();

}
void MyButton::OnButtonl(wxCommandEvent& event)

{

Button"
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ok++;
wxString s;
s .P rintf(_("Client says: checkl %ld\n"), ok);
m_textl->AppendText(s );

void MyButton::0nButton2(wxCommandEvent& event)

{
cancel++;
wxString s;
s .P rintf(_("Client says: checkl %ld\n"), cancel);
m_text1->AppendText(s );

void MyF ra me ::OnQuit(wxCommandEvent& WXUNUSED(event))

{
C l o s e (t r u e );

}
void My Frame::OnAbout(wxCommandEvent& WXUNUSED(ev ent))

{
wxMessageBox(_("RemoteLab: ClientXn 2005 Ali TuranXn"),
_ ( "About Client"),
wxOK | wxICON_INFORMATION, this);

}
void MyFrame::OnOpenConnection(wxCommandEvent& WXUNUSED(e v e n t ))

{
wxIPV4address addr;
m_menuSocket->Enable(CLIENT_OPEN, false);
m_menuSocket->Enable(CLIENT_CLOSE, false);
//ad d r .Hostname(hostname);
a d d r .Hostname("172.20.151.155");
a d d r .Service(3000);
m_text->AppendText(_("XnTrying to connect
...\ n " ));
m_sock->Connect(addr, false);
m_sock->WaitOnConnect(10);

(timeout = 10 sec)

if (m_sock->IsConnected())
m_text->AppendText(_("Succeeded 1 Connection established\n"));
else

{
m_sock->Close();
m_text->AppendText(_("Failed ! Unable to connect\n"));
wxMessageBox(_("Can't connect to the specified host"), _ ( "Alert

const wxChar *msgl;
wxChar *msg2;
size_t len;
wxString username_u = wxGetTextFromUser(
_ ( "Enter the username:"),
_( "Connect ..."),
_ ( " localhost"));

msgl = username_u.c _str();
len = (wxStrlen(msgl) + 1) * sizeof(wxChar);
msg2 = new wxChar[wxStrlen(msgl) + 1];
m_sock->WriteMsg(msgl, len);
wxString password_u = wxGetPasswordFromUser(
_ ( "Enter the password:"),
_ ( "Connect ..."),
_ ( "localhost"));
msgl = password_u.c _str();
len = (wxStrlen(msgl) + 1) * sizeof(wxChar);
msg2 = new wxChar[wxStrlen(msgl) + 1];
m_sock->WriteMsg(msgl, len);
UpdateStatusBar();

}
void MyFra me ::OnExperiment1(wxCommandEvent& WXUNUSED(ev e n t ))

{
m_busy = true;
UpdateStatusBar();
m_text->AppendText(_("\n=== Experiment 1 begins ===\n"));
// Tell the server which test we are running
unsigned char c = OxBE;
m_sock->Write(& c , 1);

m_sock->SetFlags(wxSOCKET_WAITALL);

wxString filename = wxFileSelector("Choose a file to
op en "," C S i m u l i n k
file (*.m d l ) |*.m d l ");
if ( Ifilename.empty() )

{
int 11=1;
m_sock->Write(&11, sizeof(i n t ));
wxFile filel;
i f (Ifilel.O p e n (filename))

{
wxLogError("Can't open the file

1");
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wxS t r i n g si;
long *bufl;
//const char *bufl;
long lenl;
l e n l = f i l e l . L e n g t h ( );
bufl = new long[lenl];
//bufl = new char[lenl];
f i l e l . R e a d ( b u f l ,l e n l ) ;

s i .P rintf(_("File is: %ld\n"), lenl);
m_text->AppendText(si);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending file to the server ..."));
m_sock->Write(&lenl, sizeof(lon g));
m_sock->Write(buf1 lenl);
m__text->AppendText(m_sock->Error( ) ? _("failed i\n") : _ ("done\n"));

,

del et e[] b u f l ;
wxString file_location3 = " C :/RemoteHIL_Lab/figure.j p g " ;
wxString file_location4 = " C :/RemoteHIL_Lab/results.mat";
wxString file_loc;
// Read the size
wxFile file3;
int k;
f o r (k = l ;k < 3 ;k + + )

{
if(k— 1)
file_loc=file_location3;
else i f (k= = 2 )
file_loc=file_location4;

long *buf3;
//const wxChar *bufl;
long len3;
//const char *buf2;
// Read the size
m_sock->Read(&len3, sizeof(long));
buf3 = new long[len3];

file3.Create(file_loc, true, wxS_DEFAULT);
// Read the data
m _ s o c k - > R e a d (b u f 3,

l e n 3 );

m_text->AppendText(_("Got the graph\n"));
f i l e 3 . W r i t e ((const void*)buf3,
i f ( if i l e 3 . O p e n ( f i l e _ l o c ))

{

l e n 3 );

wxLogError( "can't open the f i l e 1");
}
wxString t 3 ;
t3.Printf(_("Size of the file:
m_text->AppendText(t 3 );

%ld\n"), l en3);

delete[] buf3;

}
else
{int 11=0;
m_sock->Write(&11, sizeof(i n t ));

}

m__text->AppendText (_("=== Experiment 1 ends ===\n"));
m_busy = false;
UpdateStatusBar();

void MyFr am e::OnExperiment2 (wxCommandEventS WXUNUSED(e v e n t ))

{
m_busy = true;
UpdateStatusBar();
m_text->AppendText(_("\n=== Experiment 2 begins = ==\n"));
//// Tell the server which test we are running
unsigned char c = OxCE;
m_sock->Write(& c , 1);
m_sock->SetFlags(wxSOCKET_WAITALL);

wxSize size_of_dialog(260,160);
wxDialog a;
bool a_bool=a.Create(N U L L , -1, "Robot Type",
wxDefaultPosition,
size_of_dialog,
wxDEFAULT_DIALOG_STYLE,
"dialogBox");

const wxString st[]={"2-DOF Planar Robot Arm","2-DOF Scara Robot
Arm","6-D0F PUMA (Under Construction)"};
wxPoint p o in t(100,90);
wxPoint point1(10,90);
wxPoint point_l(100,90);

wxPoint point1_1(10,90);
wxButton but_Next;
bool but_Next_bool=but_Next.Create((wxWindow*) &a, wxID_OK,
"Next » " ,
point_l
wxDefaultSize, wxBUJBOTTOM,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");

,

wxButton but_Cancel;
bool but_Cancel_bool=but_Cancel.Crea te ((wxWindow*) &a, wxID_CANCEL,
"Cancel",
pointl_l,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_BOTTOM/
wxDefaultValidator,"button");

wxRadioBox radio;
wxPoint staticbo_Point(5,5);
bool radio_bool=radio.Create((wxWindow*) &a, -1, "Please select the
robot type", staticbo_Point,
wxDefaultSize, 3, st, 1,
wxRA_SPECIFY_COLS,
wxDefaultValidator, "radioBox");
r a d i o .En abl e(1, false);
radio.Enable(2, false);
int
int
int
int
int
int
int

checkl;
check2;
сһескЗ;
check4;
check5;
сһескб;
check7;

int ok=0;
int cancel=0;
i f (a .ShowModal()==wxID_OK)

{
checkl=l;
m_sock->Write((void *)&checkl, sizeof(i n t ));
int robot_type;
robot_type=radio.GetSelection();
long msgl;
//
long float msg2;
size_t lenl;
//msgl = s.c__str( );
msgl=robot_type;
lenl
= sizeof(int);
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m__text->AppendText (_( "Sending the robot type with Write ..."));
m_sock->Write((void *)&msgi, lenl);
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _("failed !\n") :
_ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event (timeout = 2
s e c )\ n " ));
wxDialog al;
wxSize size_of_dialogl(260,170);
bool al_bool=al.Create(NULL, -1, "Controller Ty pe ",
wxDefaultPosition,
size_of_dialogl,
wxDEFAULT_DIALOG_STYLE,
"dialogBoxl");
const wxString stl[]={"PID Controller","PD+ Controller","Sliding
Mode Controller(Under Construction)"};
wxPoint point_2(100,100);
wxPoint point1_2(10,100);
wxButton but_Nextl;
bool but_Nextl_bool=but_Next1.Cre at e((wxWindow*) &al, wxID_OK,
"Next » " ,
point_2,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_BOTTOM,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");
wxButton but_Cancell;
bool but_Cancell_bool=but_Cancel1.Create((wxWindow*) &al,
wxID_CANCEL,
"Cancel",
point1_2,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_BOTTOM/
wxDefaultValidator,"button");

wxPoint radiol_Point(5,5);
wxSize radiol_Size(240,90);
wxRadioBox radiol;
bool radiol_bool=radiol.Crea te ((wxWindow*) &al, -1,
select the controller type", radiol_Point,
radiol_Size, 3, stl,
wxRA_SPECIFY_COLS,
wxDefaultValidator, "radioBox");
ra diol.Enable(1, false);
radiol.Enable(2, false);
i f (a l .ShowModal() == wxID_OK)

{
check2=l;
m_sock->Write(&check2, sizeof(i n t));
a l .Show(false);

"Please
1,

int controller_type;
controller_type=radiol.GetSelection();
long msg2;
//

long float m s g 2 ;

size_t len2;
//msgl = s*c__str();
msg2=controller_type;
len2
= sizeof(int);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the robot type with Write
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg2, len2);
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _( "failed l\n") :
__( "done\n" ) ) ;
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event (timeout = 2
s e c )\ n " ));
wxDialog a 2 ;
wxSize size_of_dialog2(260,180);
bool a2_bool=a2.Create(NULL, -1, "Controller Parameters"
wxDefaultPosition,
size_of_dialog2,
wxDEFAULTEDIALOG_STYLE,
"dialogBox2");
wxButton but_Next2;
wxPoint point_3(100,110);
wxPoint point1_3(10,110);
bool but_Next2_bool=but_Next2.Create((wxWindow*) &a2,
wx ID _ 0 K ,
"Next » " ,
point_3,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_B0TT0M,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");
wxButton but__Cancel2 ;
bool but_Cancel2_bool=but_Cancel2.Create((wxWindow*) &a2
wxID_CANCEL,
"Cancel",
pointl_3,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_B0TT0M,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");
wxStaticBox staticboxl;
wxPoint staticboxl__Point (5 ,5 ) ;
wxSize staticboxl_Size(150,100);
bool staticboxl_bool= staticboxl.Create((wxWindow*) &a2,
1, "Controller Parameters",
staticboxl_JPoint,
staticboxl_Size, 0,
"staticBox");
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wxStaticText statictext2;
wxPoint statictext2_Point(10,20);
wxSize statictext2_Size(60,80);
bool statictext2_bool=statictext2.Create((wxWindow*)

1,
"XrProportional \r Integral \r\r Derivative",
statictext2_Point, statictext2_Size, 0,
"staticText");

wxTextCtrl P2_l;
wxPoint P2_Point(80,30);
wxSize P2_Size(50,20);
bool P2_bool=P2_l.C reate((wxWindow*) &a2, -1, "P",
P2_Point, P2_Size, 0,
wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);
wxTextCtrl I2_l;
wxPoint I2_Point(80,55);
wxSize I2_Size(50,20);
bool I2_bool=I2_l.Create((wxWindow*) &a2, 1000,
I2_Point, I2_Size, 0,
wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);

"I",

wxTextCtrl D2_l;
wxPoint D2_Point(80,80);
wxSize D2_Size(50,20);
bool D2_bool=D2_l.C reate((wxWindow*) &a2, -1, "D",
D2_Point, D2_Size, 0,
wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);

i f (a 2 .ShowModal() = = w xI D_O K)

{
wxString P2_l_al;
P2_l_al=P2_l.GetValue();
wxString I2_l_al;
I2_l_al=I2_l.GetValue();
wxString D2_l_al;
D2_l_al=D2_l.GetValue();
//msgl = s.c_str();
//long msg3;
double msg3;

&a2, -
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long float msg2;
//size__t len3;
double len3;
msg3=atof(P2__l_al);
len3 = sizeof(msg3);
m__text->AppendText (_(" Sending the coeffient with
Write
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg3, len3);
m__text->AppendText (m_sock->Error( ) ? _( "failed 1\n" )
: _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event

(timeout =

2 s e c )\ n "));
//long msg4;
double m s g 4 ;
// long float msg2;
//size__t len4;
double len4;
msg4-atof(I2_l_al);
len4 = sizeof(msg4);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the coeffient with
Write
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg4, len4);
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _ ( " failed !\n")
: _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event

(timeout =

2 s e c )\n "));
//long m s g S ;
double msgS;
// long float msg2;
//size_t len5;
double len5;
msg5=atof(D2_l_al);
len5=sizeof(msg5);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the coeffient with
Write
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg5, len5);
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _ ( " failed I\n")
: _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event

(timeout =

2 s e c )\ n" ));

//

check3=l;
m_sock->Write(&check3, sizeof(i n t ));
a2 ,Shov/( false ) ;
for(int i=l ;i< 3;i + + )

{
wxDialog a3;
bool a3_bool=a3.Crea te(N U L L -1, "Trajectory",
wxDefaultPosition,
size_of_diaiog
wxDEFAULT_DIALOG_STYLE,
"dialogBox3");

,

,
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const wxString st 3 []={"Step","Sinusoidal","Saturated
R a m p "};
wxButton but_Next3;
bool but_Next3_bool=but_Next3.Cre at e((wxWindow*) &a3,
wx I D _ O K ,
"Next»",
po int,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_BOTTOM,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");
wxButton but_Cancel3;
bool but_Cancel3_bool=but_Cancel3.C r ea te ((wxWindow*)
&a3, wxID_CANCEL,
"Cancel",
point1,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_BOTTOM,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");

//EVT_BUTTON(100, EndModal:a )
wxRadioBox radio3;
bool radio3_bool=radio3.C reate((wxWindow*) &a3, -1,
"Please select the trajectory reference input for the first and second
joints sequantially", staticbo_Point,
wxDefaultSize, 3, s t 3 , 1,
wxRA_SPECIFY_COLS,
wxDefaultValidator, "radioBox");

i f (a 3 .ShowModal() == wxID_0K)

{
if(i==l)

{
check4=l;
m_sock->Write(&check4, sizeof(i n t ));

}
else if(i==2)

{
check6=l;
m_sock->Write(&check6, sizeof(i n t ));

}
int ref erence__type;
referen ce_typ e= rad io3.G etS elec tio n ();

long msg6;
// long float msg2;
size_t len6;
//msgl = s.c_str();
msg6=reference_type;
len6 = sizeof(int);
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m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the reference
type with Write
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg6, le n 6 );
m__text->AppendText (m_sock->Error ( ) ? _( "failed
1\ n ") : _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event
(timeout = 2 sec)\n"));
wxDialog a 4 ;
wxSize size_of_dialog4(260,200);
bool a4_bool=a4.Create(N U L L , -1,

"Trajectory

Referance Parameters",
wxDefaultPosition,
size_of_dialog4,
wxDEFAULT_DIALOG_STYLE,
"dialogBox4");
wxButton but_Next4;
wxPoint point_l(100,140);
bool
but_Next4_bool=but_Next4.Create((wxWindow*) &a4, wxID_OK,
"Ok" ,
point_l,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_BOTTOM,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");
wxButton but_Cancel4;
wxPoint pointl_l(10,140);
bool
but_Cancel4_bool=but_Cancel4.Create((wxWindow*) &a4, wxID_CANCEL,
"Cancel",
pointl_l,
wxDefaultSize, wxBU_BOTTOM,
wxDefaultValidator,"button");
wxStaticBox staticbox4;
wxPoint staticbox4_Point(5,5);
wxSize staticbox4_Size(170,125);
bool staticbox4_bool=
staticbox4.Create((wxWindow*) &a4, -1, "Trajectory Referance
Parameters",
staticbox4_Point,
staticbox4_Size, 0,
"staticBox");

wxStaticText statictext4;
wxPoint statictext4_Point(10,20);
wxSize statictext4_Size(90,105);
bool
statictext4_bool=statictext4.Create((wxWindow*) &a4, -1,
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Final Destination \r\r Frequency \r\r Amplitute \r\r Slope",
statictext4_Point, statictext4_Size, 0,
"staticText");

i f (radio3.GetSelection()==0)

{
wxTextCtrl FD4_1;
wxPoint FD4_Point( 100 ,30 ) ;
wxSize FD4_Size(50,20);
bool FD4_bool=FD4_l.Create((wxWindow*) & a 4 , -1,
"Final Destination",
FD4_Point, FD4_Size, 0,
wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);
a 4 .ShowModal();
wxString FD4_l_al;
FD4 1 al=FD4 1.GetValue();
//msgl = s . c _ s t r ( );
//long msg7;

double m s g 7 ;
//
long float msg2;
//size_t len7;

double len7;
msg7=atof (FD4_l_al) ;
len7=sizeof(msg7);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the coeffient with
Write

))
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg7, le n 7 );
m_text->AppendText (m_sock->Error ( ) ? __( "failed

1\ n " ) : _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event
(timeout = 2 sec)\n"));

}
else i f (radio3.GetSelection()==1)

{
wxTextCtrl F r 4 ;
wxPoint Fr4_Point(100,55);
wxSize Fr4_Size(50,20);
bool Fr4 bool=Fr4.Cre at e((wxWindow*) &a4, -1,
"fr" ,
Fr4_Point,

Fr4_Size,

wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);
wxTextCtrl A m 4 ;
wxPoint Am4_Point(1 0 0 , 8 0 );
wxSize A m4_Size(50,20);

0,
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bool Am4_bool=Am4.Create((wxWindow*) &a4, -1,
"Amp",
Am4_Point, Am4_Size,

0,

wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);
a 4 .ShowModal();
wxString Fr4_al;
Fr4_al=Fr4.GetValue();
wxString Am4_al;
Am4_al=Am4.GetValue();
//msgl = s.c__str();
//long msg8;
double msg8;
// long float msg2;
//size__t len8;
double len8;
msg8=atof(Fr4_al);
len8 = sizeof(msg8);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the coeffient with
Write

..."))
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg8, len8);
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _ ( "failed

1\ n ") : _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event
(timeout = 2 sec)\n"));
//msgl = s.c_str();
//long msg9;
double msg9;
// long float msg2;
//size___t len9;
double len9;
msg9=atof(Am 4 _ a l );
len9 = sizeof(msg9);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the coeffient with
Write

..."));
m_sock->Write((void *)&msg9, le n9 );
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _ ( "failed

1\ n " ) : _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event
(timeout = 2 sec)\n"));

}
else i f (radio3.GetSelection()==2)

{
wxTextCtrl S14;
wxPoint S14_Point(100,105);
wxSize S14_Size(50 20);
bool S14_bool=S14.Create((wxWindow*) &a4, -1,

,

fr " ,
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S14_Point,

S14_Size, 0,

wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);
wxTextCtrl FD4_2;
wxPoint FD4_Point(100, 30 ) ;
wxSize FD4_Size(50,20);
bool FD4_bool=FD4_2.Create((wxWindow*) &a4, -1,
"Amp",
FD4_Point, FD4_Size,

0,

wxDefaultValidator,
wxTextCtrlNameStr);
a 4 .ShowModal();
wxString FD4_2_al;
FD4_2_al=FD4_2.GetValue();
wxString S14_al;
S14_al=S14.GetValue();
//msgl = s.c_str();
//long msglO;

double msglO;
//
long float msg2;
//size_t lenlO;

double lenlO;
msgl0=atof(FD4_2_al);
lenlO = sizeof(msglO);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the coeffient with
Write

..."));
m_sock->Write((void *)&msgl0, lenlO);
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _ ( "failed

1\ n " ) : _ ( "done\n"));
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event
(timeout = 2 sec)\n"));
//msgl = s.c_str();
//long msgll;

double msgll;
//
long float msg2?
//size__t lenll;

double lenll;
msgll=atof(S14_al);
lenll=sizeof(msgll);
m_text->AppendText(_("Sending the coeffient with
Write

..."));
m_sock->Write((void *)&msgllf lenll);
m_text->AppendText(m_sock->Error() ? _ ( "failed

1\n" ) : __( "done\n" ) ) ;
m_text->AppendText(_("Waiting for an event
(timeout = 2 sec)\n"));

}
}
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}
wxString dir_name="C :/RemoteHIL_Lab";
wxDir directoryl;
i f (1directoryl.Exists(dir_name))

{
//

wxLogError("can't open the directoryl
i f (iwxMkdir(dir_name))

i"};

{
wxLogError("can't open the directory

i");

}
wxString
wxString
wxString
wxString
wxString

file_location3
file_location4
file_location5
file_location6
file_location7

= "C :/RemoteHIL_JLab/jointl_f igure .jpg";
= " C :/RemoteHIL_Lab/jointl_results.mat";
= " C :/RemoteHIL_Lab/joint2_figure.jpg";
= " C :/RemoteHIL_Lab/joint2__re suits.mat";
="C:/RemoteHIL_Lab/robot_vir_real.a v i M;

wxString file_loc;
// Read the size
//m__sock”>Read( &len3 , sizeof (long) ) ;
//buf3 = new long[len3];
//bufl = new char[lenl];
//buf2 - new char[lenl];
wxFile file3;
int k ;
f o r (k = l ;k < 6 ;k + + )

{
if(k==l)
file_loc=file_location3;
else if(k==2)
file_loc=file_location4;
else if(k==3)
file_loc=file_location5;
else i f (k == 4 )
file_loc=file_location6;
else i f (k= =5 )
file loc=file location7;

long *buf3;
//const wxChar *bufl;
long len3;
//const char *buf2;
// Read the size
m_sock->Read(&len3, sizeof(long));
buf3 = new long[len3];

file3.Cr eate(file_loc, true, wxS_DEFAULT);
// Read the data
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m_sock->Read(buf3, 1еп З);
m_text->AppendText(_("Got the graph\n"));
file3.Write((const void*)buf3,
//

file.Read((void *)buf2,

l en3 );

lenl);

/ / i f ( If i l e . O p e n ((const c h a r * ) b u f 1))
i f (1f i l e 3 .O p e n (f i l e _ l o c ))

{

wxLogError("can't open the file 1");

}
wxString t3;
t3.Printf(_("Size of the file:
m_text->AppendText(t 3 );

%ld\n"), len3);

d elete[] buf3;
delete [] buf2;

//

}

m_text->AppendText(_("=== Experiment 2 ends ===\n"));
m_busy = false;
UpdateStatusBar();

}
void MyFrame::OnCloseConnection(wxCommandEvent& W XUNUSED(e v e n t ))

{
m_sock->Close();
UpdateStatusBar();

}

void MyFr am e::OnSocketEvent(wxSocketEvent& event)

{
wxString s = _ ( "OnSocketEvent: ");
switch(ev e n t .GetSocketEvent())
//

{

case wxSOCKET_INPUT
:s.Append(_("wxSOCKET_INPUT\n")); break;
case wxSOCKET_INPUT
:s.Append(_("INPUT\n")); break;
//
case wxSOCKET_LOST
:s.Append(_("wxSOCKET_LOST\n")); break;
case wxSOCKET_LOST
:s.Append(_("CONNECTION_LOST\n” ));
break;
//
case wxSOCKET_CONNECTION : s.Append(_("wxSOCKET_CONNECTION\n"));
break;
case wxSOCKET_CONNECTION : s .Append(_("CONNECTING\n")); break;
default
: s.Append(_("Unexpected event !\n"));
break;
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m_text->AppendText(s ) ;
UpdateStatusBar() ;

}
// convenience functions
void MyF ra me ::UpdateStatusBar()

{
wxString s;
if (lm_sock->IsConnected())

{
s .Pr intf(_("Not connected"));

}
else

{
wxIPV4address addr;
m_sock->GetPeer(a dd r);
// s.Printf(_("%s : %d"), (add r.Hostname()).c_ str(),
a d d r .Service());
s .Print f("connected");

}
#if wxUSE_STATUSBAR
SetStatusText(s , 1);
#endif // wxUSE___STATUSBAR
m_menuSocket->Enable(CLIENT_OPEN, Im_sock->IsConnected() && Im_busy);
m_menuSocket“>Enable(CLIENT_Experimentl, m_sock->IsConnected() &&
Im_busy);
m_menuSocket->Enable(CLIENT_Experiment2 m_sock->IsConnected() &&
im_busy);
// m_menuSocket“>Enable (CLIENT__TEST3 , m__sock->IsConnected ( ) &&
lm_busy);
m_menuSocket->Enable(CLIENT_CLOSE, m_sock->IsConnected());

,

}

APPENDIX C
Server Code
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#include

<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
<string.h>
"engine.h"
BUFSIZE 256
"matrix.h"

#include "wx/wxprec.h"
#include "wx/file.h"
#ifdef
BORLANDC__
# pragma hdrstop
#endif
#ifndef WX_PRECOMP
# include "wx/wx.h"
#endif
#include "wx/socket.h"
#include <wx/textfile.h>

class MyApp : public wxApp

{
p u bli c:
virtual bool OnInit();

}?
class MyFrame

: public wxFrame

{
p u bl ic :
MyFr am e();
-MyFrame();
void
void
void
void

OnQuit(wxCommandEvent& event);
OnAbout(wxCommandEvent& event);
OnServerEvent(wxSocketEvent& event)
OnSocketEvent(wxSocketEvent& event)

void Testl(wxSocketBase *sock);
void Test2(wxSocketBase *sock);
void checkuser(wxSocketBase *sock);
void UpdateStatusBar();
pr ivate:
wxSocketServer *m_server;

wxTextCtrl
wxMenu
wxMenuBar
bool
int

*m_text;
*m_menuFile;
*m_menuBar;
m_busy;
m_numClients;

DECLARE_EVENT_TABLE()

>?
enum

{
SERVER_QUIT = wxID_EXIT,
SERVER_ABOUT = wxID_ABOUT,
SERVER_ID = 100 ,
SOCKET ID

};
BEGIN_EVENT_TABLE(MyFrame, wxF ra me )
EVT__MENU (SERVER_QUIT, MyFrame::OnQui t)
EVT_MENU(SERVER_ABOUT, MyFrame::OnAbout)
EVT_SOCKET(SERVER_ID, MyFrame::OnServerEvent)
EVT_SOCKET(SOCKET_ID, MyFrame::OnSocketEvent)
END EVENT_TABLE()
IMPLEMENT_APP(MyA p p )

bool M y A p p ::Onlnit()

{
MyFrame *frame = new MyFrame();
frame->Show(true);
SetTopWindow(frame);
return true;

>
My Fr a m e ::MyF ram e() : wxFrame((wxFrame *)NULL, wxID_ANY,
_ ( "RemoteHIL_Lab: Server"),
wxDefaultPosition, wxSize(300,

200))

{
m_menuFile = new wxMe nu ();
m_menuFile->Append(SERVER_ABOUT, _ ( " &About...\tCtrl-A"), _ ( "Show
about dialog"));
m_menuFile->AppendSeparator();
m_menuFile->Append(SERVER_QUIT, _ ( "E&xit\tAlt-X"), _ ( "Quit server"
m_menuBar = new wxMenuBar));
m_menuBar->Append(m_menuFile, _ ( "&File"));
SetMenuBar(m_menuBar);
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#if wxUSE_STATUSBAR
CreateStatusBar(2) ;
#endif
m text

= new wxTextCtrl(th i s , wxID_ANY,
_ ( "Welcome to RemoteHIL_Lab\n"),
wxDefaultPosition, wxDefaultSize,
wxTE_MULTILINE | wxTE_READONLY);

wxIPV4address addr;
a d d r .Service(3000);
m_server = new wxSocketServer(a ddr );
if (1 m_server->Ok())

{

m_text->AppendText(_("Could not listen at the specified port
!\n\n"));
return;

}
else

{

m_text->AppendText(_("Server listening\n\n"));

}
m server->SetEventHandler(*this, SERVER_ID);
m” server->SetNotify(wxSOCKET_CONNECTION_FLAG);
m_server->Notify(t r u e );
m_busy = false;
m_numClients = 0;
UpdateStatusBar();

}
M yF r a m e ::-MyFrame()

{
delete m_server;

}
void My Frame::OnQuit(wxCommandEvent& WXUNUSED(eve nt))

{
Close(true);

}
void M yF rame::OnAbout(wxCommandEvent& WXUNUSED(ev en t))

{

wxMessageBox(_("RemoteRobotLab: ServerXn 2005 Ali TuranXn"),
_ ( "About Server"),
wxOK | wxICON_INFORMATION, this);

>
void My Frame::Test1 (wxSocketBase *sock)
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m_text->AppendText(_("Test 1 begins\n"));
sock->SetFlags(wxSOCKET_WAITALL);
int 12;
sock->Read(&12, sizeof(int));
if(12==1)

{
long *buf2;
long len2;
Engine *ep;
mxArray *T = NULL;
wxString file_location2 = "C:/MATLAB701/work/dsll04/dosya.mdl
sock->Read(&len2, sizeof(long));
buf2 = new long[len2];
wxFile file2;
file2.Crea te (file_location2, t ru e, wxSJDEFAULT);
sock->Read(buf2, len2);
m_text->AppendText(_("Got the file\n"));
file2.Write((const void*)buf2,

len2);

i f (1file2.Open(file_location2))

{
wxLogError("can't open the file

!");

}
wxString t 2 ;
t 2 .Printf(_("Size of the file:
m_text->AppendText(t 2 );

%ld\n"), len2);

if (!(ep = engOpen("\0" ))) {
fprintf(stderr, "XnCan't start MATLAB engine\n");

}
engEvalString(e p , "cd C:/matlab7 0 1/work/ds1104");
engEvalString(ep, "sl_par");
engEvalString(ep, "rtwbuild dos ya ");
engEvalString(e p , "1python4_exe");
engEvalString(ep, "load autosave");
engEvalString(e p ,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,1)");
"plot(autosave.X .Data,autosave.Y (1,1) .Data)");
"xlabel('time (sec)')");
"ylabel('Cl (Nm)')");

engEvalString(e p ,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(e p ,

"subplot(3,4,2)");
"plot(autosave.X .Data,autosave.Y (1,2). D a t a )");
"xlabel('time (s e c )')");
"ylabel('C2 (Nm)')");
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engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(e p ,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,3)");
"plot(autosave.X .D at a,autosave.Y ( 1,3).D ata)");
"xlabel('time (sec)')");
"ylabel('G1 (Nm)')");

engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,4);");
"plot(autosave.X .D at a,autosave.Y (1,4).D ata)");
"xlabel('time (s e c )')");
"ylabel('G2 (Nm)')")?

engEvalString(e p ,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(e p ,

"subplot(3,4,5)");
"plot(autosave.X .D at a,autosave.Y (1,5).Data)");
"xlabel( 'time (sec)')");
"ylabel('Current of DC motor (A)')");

engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,6)");
"plot(autosave.X .Data,autosave.Y (1,6).D a t a )");
"xlabel('time (sec)')");
"ylabel('Til (Nm)')");

engEvalString(e p ,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,7)");
"plot(autosave.X .Data,autosave.Y (1,7).D a t a )");
"xlabel('time (s e c )')");
"ylabel('Ti2 (Nm)')");

engEvalString(e p ,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,8);");
"plot(autosave.X .Data,autosave.Y (1,8).D a t a )");
"xlabel('time (s e c )')");
"ylabel('Tyl (Nm)')");

engEvalString(e p ,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,9)");
"plot(autosave.X .Da ta,autosave.Y (1,9).D a t a )");
"xlabel( 'time (sec)')");
"ylabel('Ty2 (Nm)')");

engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(e p ,

"subplot(3,4,10)");
"plot(autosave.X .D ata ,autosave.Y (1,10).Data)");
"xlabel('time (s e c )')");
"ylabel('Speed of the motors (rev/min)')");

engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,

"subplot(3,4,11);");
"plot(autosave.X .Data,autosave.Y (1,11).D a t a )")?
"xlabel('time (sec)')");
"ylabel( 'position (degree)')");

engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(ep,
engEvalString(e p ,

"subplot(3,4,12);");
"plot(autosave.X .Data,autosave.Y (1,12).D a t a )");
"xlabel('time (sec)')");
"ylabel('position error (degree)')");

engEvalString(ep,
mxDestroyArray(T );

"saveas(gcf,'dosya.jpg');");

d e l e t e [] b u f 2;

wxFile file3;
wxString file_location3 = "C:/MATLAB701/work/ds1104/dosya.jpg";
wxString file_location4 ="C:/MATLAB701/work/dsll04/AutoSave.mat"
wxString file_loc;
int k;
f o r (k = l ;k < 3 ;k + + )

{
if(k==l)
file_loc=file_location3;
else i f (k= = 2 )
file_loc=file_location4;
i f (ifile3.Open(file_loc))

{
wxLogError("Can't open the file

1");

}
long *buf3;
long len3;
len3=file3.Length();
buf3 = new long[len3];
file3.Read(buf3,len3);
wxString s3;
s3.Printf(_("Size of the file:
m_text->AppendText(s 3 );

%ld\n"), len3);

m_text->AppendText(_("Sending graph to the client
sock->Write(&len3, sizeof(long));
sock->Write(buf3, len3);
m__text->AppendText (sock->Error ( ) ? _(" failed !\n")
__("done\n"));
delete[] buf3;

}
}
m_text->AppendText(_("Test 1 ends\n\n"));

}
void MyFr am e::Test2(wxSocketBase *sock)

{
m_text->AppendText(_("Test 2 begins\n"));
sock->SetFlags(wxSOCKET_WAITALL);
Engine *ep;
mxArray *T = NULL;
wxString s;
long checkl;

:
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long msgl;
long check2;
long msg2;
double msg3;
double msg4;
double msgS;
long сһескЗ;
long check4;
long msg6;
double msg7;
double msg8;
double msg9;
double msglO;
double msgll;
long сһескб;
long msgl2;
double msgl3;
double msgl4;
double msgl5;
double msgl6;
double msgl7;
sock->Read((void *)&checkl, sizeof(long));
s .Printf (__("Client says: checkl %ld\n" ) , checkl);
m_text->AppendText(s ) ;
i f (checkl==l)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msgl, sizeof(long));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msgl %ld\n"), msgl);
m_text->AppendText(s );
sock->Read((void *)&check2, sizeof(long));
s .P rintf(_("Client says: check2 %ld\n"), check2);
m_text->AppendText(s );
i f (check2==l)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msg2, sizeof(long));
s.Printf(_("Client says: msg2 %ld\n"), m s g 2 );
m_text->AppendText(s );
sock->Read((void *)&msg3, sizeof(double));
s .P rintf(_("Client says: msg3 %f\n"), msg3);
m_text->AppendText(s );
sock->Read((void *)&msg4, sizeof(double));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msg4 %f\n"), m s g 4 );
m_text->AppendText(s );
sock->Read((void *)&msg5, sizeof(double));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msg5 %f\n"), msgS);
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m_text->AppendText(s );
sock->Read((void *)&check3, sizeof(long));
s .Printf(_("Client says: сһескЗ %ld\n"), сһескЗ);
m_text->AppendText(s );
i f (check3-=l)

{
sock->Read((void *)&check4, sizeof(long));
s.Printf(_("Client says: check4 %ld\n"), chec k4 );
m_text->AppendText(s );
i f (check4==l)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msg6, sizeof(long));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msg6 %ld\n"), m s g 6 );
m_text->AppendText(s );
if(msg6==0)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msg7, sizeof(d oub le ));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msg7 %f\n"), m s g 7 );
m_text->AppendText(s ) ;

}
else if(msg6==l)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msg8, sizeof(d oub le ));
s .Pr intf(_("Client says: msg8 %f\n"), msg8);
m_text->AppendText(s ) ;
sock->Read((void *)&msg9, sizeof(dou bl e));
s .P rintf(_("Client says: msg9 %f\n"), m s g 9 );
m_text-->AppendText (s ) ;

}
else if(msg6==2)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msgl0, sizeof(dou bl e));
s.Printf(_("Client says: msglO %f\n"), msglO);
m_text->AppendText(s ) ;
sock->Read((void *)&msgllf sizeof(doubl e));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msgll %f\n"), msgll);
m_text->AppendText(s );

}

,

sock->Read((void *)&check6 sizeof(long));
s .Printf(_("Client says: сһескб %ld\n"), сһ ес кб );
m_text->AppendText(s );
i f (check6==l)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msgl2f sizeof(l on g));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msgl2 %ld\n"), msgl2);
m_text->AppendText(s );
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if(msgl2==0)

{

sock->Read((void *)&msgl3, sizeof(doub le));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msgl3 %f\n"), msgl3);
m_text->AppendText(s );

}
else if(msgl2==l)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msgl4, sizeof(d o u bl e));
s.Printf(_("Client says: msgl4 %f\n"), msgl4);
m_text->AppendText(s );
sock->Read((void *)&msgl5, sizeof(do ub l e ));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msgl5 %f\n"), msgl5);
m_text->AppendText(s );

}
else if(msgl2==2)

{
sock->Read((void *)&msgl6, sizeof(d o u bl e));
s.Printf(_("Client says: msgl6 %f\n"), msgl6);
m_text->AppendText(s );
sock->Read((void *)&msgl7, sizeof(doub le));
s .Printf(_("Client says: msgl7 %f\n"), msgl7);
m_text->AppendText(s ) ;

}
if (l(ep = engOpen("\0"))) {
fprintf(stderr, "XnCan't start MATLAB engine\n");

}

T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msg3);
engPutVariable(ep, "P", T ) ;
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msg4);
engPutVariable(ep, "I", T);
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msg5);
engPutVariable(ep, "D", T);
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msg6);
engPutVariable(ep, "refl", T ) ;
engEvalString(ep,

"refl=ref1+1");

if(msg6==0)

{
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msg7);
engPutVariable(ep, "Stl", T);

}
else if(msg6==l)

{
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msg8);
engPutVariable(ep, "frl", T);
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msg9);
engPutVariable(ep, "Ami", T);

}
else if(msg6==2)

{
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msglO);
engPutVariable(ep, "F D l ", T);
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msgl1);
engPutVariable(ep, "slopel", T ) ;

}
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msgl2);
engPutVariable(ep, "ref2", T ) ;
engEvalString(ep,

"ref2=ref2+1");

if(msgl2==0)

{
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msgl3);
engPutVariable(e p , "St2", T);

}
else if(msgl2==l)

{
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(m s g l 4 );
engPutVariable(ep, "fr2", T);
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msgl5);
engPutVariable(e p , "Am2", T ) ;
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}
else if(msgl2==2)

{

T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msgl6);
engPutVariable(ep, "F D 2", T ) ;
T = mxCreateDoubleScalar(msgl7);
engPutVariable(e p , "slope2", T ) ;

>
engEvalString(e p , "rtwbuild jointl_pid");
engEvalString(ep, " ipythonPIDl_exe");
engEvalString(e p , "load autosavel");
engEvalString(e p , "subplot(2,2,1)");
engEvalString(e p ,
"plot(autosavel.X.Data,autosavel.Y(1,1).Data)");
engEvalString(ep, "xlabel('time (sec)')");
engEvalString(e p , "ylabel('Current of DC motor (A)')");
engEvalString(e p , "subplot(2,2,2)");
engEvalString(e p ,
"plot(autosavel.X .Data,autosavel.Y (1,2).D a t a )");
engEvalString(ep, "xlabel(’time (sec)')");
engEvalString(ep, "ylabel('Speed of the motors (rev/min)1)");
engEvalString(e p , "subplot(2,2,3)");
engEvalString(ep,
"plot(autosavel.X .Data,autosavel.Y (1,3).Data)") ;
engEvalString(ep, "xlabel('time (sec)')");
engEvalString(ep, "ylabel( 'position (degree)')");
engEvalString(e p , "subplot(2,2,4);");
engEvalString(e p ,
"plot(autosavel.X .Da ta ,autosavel.Y (1,4).Da t a )");
engEvalString(ep, "xlabel('time (s e c )')");
engEvalString(e p , "ylabel('position error (degree)')");
engEvalString(ep, "saveas(g c f ,'P I D l .j p g ');");

engEvalString(e p , "rtwbuild joint2_pid");
engEvalString(ep, "1pythonPID2_exe");
engEvalString(e p , "load autosave2");
engEvalString(ep, "subplot(2,2,1)");
engEvalString(e p ,
"plot(autosave2.X .D a t a ,autosave2.Y ( 1,1).Data)");
engEvalString(ep, "xlabel( 'time (sec)')");
engEvalString(ep, "ylabel('Current of DC motor (A)')");
engEvalString(e p , "subplot(2,2,2)");
engEvalString(ep,
"plot(autosave2.X .D at a,autosave2.Y ( 1,2).Data)");
engEvalString(ep, "xlabel( 'time (sec)')");
engEvalString(e p , "ylabel('Speed of the motors (rev/min)')");
engEvalString(e p , "subplot(2,2,3)");
engEvalString(e p ,
"p l o t (autosave2.X .D at a,autosave2.Y (1,3).D a t a )");
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engEvalString(ep, "xlabel( 'time (sec)')");
engEvalString(ep, "ylabel( 'position (degree)')");
engEvalString(e p , "subplot(2,2,4);");
engEvalString(e p ,
"plot(autosave2.X .Da ta ,autosave2.Y (1,4).Data)");
engEvalString(ep, "xlabel( 'time (sec)')");
engEvalString(e p , "ylabel('position error (degree)')");
engEvalString(e p , "saveas(gcf,'PID2.jpg');");

engEvalString(e p ,
"l oa d ('C:/matlab701/work/ds1104/PID/autosavel')");
engEvalString(ep,
"lo a d ('C :/matlab701/work/ds1104/PID/autosave2')");
engEvalString(ep, "x=[autosavel.X .Data; zeros(1,6001);
o n e s (1,6001); zeros(1,6001); autosavel.Y (1,3).Data/180* p i ];");
engEvalString(ep, "x=x';");
engEvalString(ep, "y=[autosave2.X .Data; zeros(1,6001);
o n e s (1,6001); zeros(1,6001); autosave2.Y (1,3).Data/180*pi];");
engEvalString(ep, "y=y';");
engEvalString(ep, "[t , m,n ]= s i m ( 'D O F ');");

mxDestroyArray(T);
wxFile file3;
wxString file_location3 ="C:/MATLAB701/work/ds1104/PID/PIDl.jpg";
wxString file_location4
= " C :/MATLAB7 0 1/work/ds1104/PID/AutoSave1 .mat";
wxString file_location5 = " C :/MATLAB7 01/work/dsll04/PID/PID2.jpg";
wxString file_location6
="C :/MATLAB7 01/work/dsll04/PID/AutoSave2.mat";
wxString file_location7 = " C :/MATLAB701/work/ds1104/PID/DOF.a v i " ;
wxString file_loc;
int k;
for(k=l;k<6;k++)

{
if(k==l)
file_loc=file_location3;
else if(k==2)
file_loc=file_location4;
else if(k==3)
file_loc=file_location5;
else i f (k == 4 )
file_loc=file_location6;
else if(k==5)
file_loc=file_location7;
i f (1file3.O p e n (file_loc))

{
wxLogError("Can't open the file 1");

}

long *buf3;
long len3;
Ien3=file3.Length();
buf3 = new long[len3];
file3.R e a d (buf3,len3);
wxString s3;
s3.Printf(_("Size of the file:
m__text->AppendText (s3 ) ;

%ld\n"),

len 3);

m_text->AppendText(_("Sending graph to the client ..."));
sock->Write(&len3, sizeof(long));
sock->Write(buf3, len3);
m_text->AppendText(sock->Error() ? _("failed !\n") :
_ ( "done\n"));
delete[] buf3;

>

}
m_text->AppendText(_("Test 2 ends\n\n"));

void MyF ra me ::OnServerEvent(wxSocketEvent& event)

{
wxString s = _ ( "OnServerEvent: ");
wxSocketBase *sock;
switch(e ve nt.GetSocketEvent())

{
case wxSOCKET_CONNECTION : s.Append(_("wxSOCKET_CONNECTION\n
break;
default
: s.Append(_("Unexpected event i\n"
break;

}
m_text->AppendText(s );
sock = m_server->Accept(false);
if (sock)

{
m_text->AppendText(_("New client connection accepted\n\n"));

}
else

{

m__text->AppendText (_( "Error: couldn't accept a new
connection\n\n"));
return;

}
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sock->SetEventHandler(*this, SOCKET_ID);
sock->SetNotify(wxSOCKET_INPUT_FLAG | wxSOCKET_LOST_FLAG);
sock->Notify(true);
m_numClients++;
UpdateStatusBar();

#define MAX_MSG_SIZE 10000
wxChar *buf = new wxChar[MAX_MSG_SIZE];
wxUint32 len;
wxChar *bufl = new wxChar[MAX_MSG_SIZE];
wxUint32 lenl;
len = sock->ReadMsg(b u f , MAX_MSG_SIZE * s i z e o f (wxChar)).LastCount();
lenl = sock->ReadMsg(b u f1, MAX_MSG_SIZE *
sizeof(wxChar)).LastCount();
wxString file_location2 ="C:/comm/sifre.t x t ";
wxTextFile file;
i f (1 fi le .O p e n (file_location2))

{
wxLogError("Can't open the file !");

}
size_t i=0;
size_t j;
j=file.GetLineCount();
int access;
fo r (i;i<j;i++)

{
wxString str=file.GetLine(i);
int pos=str.Fi n d ( ':');
i f (pos==— 1)

{
m_text->AppendText(_("ErrorXn"));

}
wxString user_name=str.L e f t (p o s );
wxString password=str.Mid(pos +1 ,s t r .Le ngth()- pos+2);

i f (user_name==buf)

{
if(password==buf1)

{
access=l;
b reak;

}
else
access=0;
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break;

}
else
access=0;

}
i f (access==l)
m_text->AppendText(_("new user is accapted"));
else
sock->Close();

}
void MyFrame::OnSocketEvent(wxSocketEvent& event)

{
wxString s = _ ( "OnSocketEvent: ");
wxSocketBase *sock = even t.GetSocket();
switch(e v ent .GetSocketEvent())

{

case wxSOCKET_INPUT
case wxSOCKET__LOST
default

: s.Append(_("wxSOCKET_INPUT\n")); break;
: s.Append(_( "wxSOCKET_LOST\n" ) ) ; break;
: s.Append(_("Unexpected event i\n")); break;

m_text->AppendText(s );
switch(ev e n t .GetSocketEvent())

{
case wxSOCKET__INPUT:

{

sock->SetNotify(wxSOCKET_LOST_FLAG);
unsigned char c;
sock->Read(& c , 1);
switch

(c)

{
case OxBE: Testl(sock); break;
case OxCE: Test2(sock); break;
default:
m_text->AppendText(_("Unknown test id received from
client\n\n"));

}
sock->SetNotify(wxSOCKET_LOST_FLAG
break;

| wxSOCKET_INPUT_FLAG);

>
case wxSOCKET_LOST:

{
m_numClients- - ;
m_text->AppendText(_("Deleting socket.\n\n"));
sock->Destroy();
br ea k;

>

default:

;

}
UpdateStatusBar();

}
void MyFr am e::UpdateStatusBar()

{
#if wxUSE_STATUSBAR
wxString s;
s .Pr intf(_("%d clients connected"), m_numClients);
SetStatusText(s , 1);
#endif

